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Announcements and News
News about your product, conferences, and community events.

New Web-Based Training (WBT) Course for Db2 DevOps
A new WBT course, Using the DBM for Db2 Plug-in for Zowe CLI to Provision, Migrate, and Recover Objects,
is now available at no cost to customers on active maintenance. The DBM for Db2 Plug-in for Zowe CLI lets
you integrate Db2 schema provisioning and deployment into CI/CD workflows. After completing this course,
Application Developers can use this plug-in to complete the following tasks:

• Generate DDL for one or more Db2 objects and related objects to make schema changes.
• Validate DDL schema changes and verify object dependencies.
• Compare DDL to a target subsystem and make changes.
• Migrate and deploy Db2 object changes from one subsystem to another.
• Revert the DDL changes.

To access Broadcom Mainframe web-based training, see our Quick Reference Guide.
Db2 Tools Community Monthly Update and Roadmap Webcast

Did you miss the last community update on March 13, 2023? Use this replay link to access a video of that
session.
Did you miss the last Roadmap Webcast on March 28, 2023? Use this link to access a recording of this session.
Registration is required.

New Security Advisories Consolidated CSV File
Broadcom now offers a .CSV file that contains a consolidated list of security advisories affecting all supported
Broadcom mainframe products. This file lets you easily search the Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE)
information. You can also access the Security Advisory articles that include more details and context about
the security or integrity exposure. Broadcom updates this file daily. For CSV download instructions, see this
Broadcom Support article (login required).

Mainframe Technical Exchanges: June and October 2023
Join us for the Mainframe Technical Exchanges in person in Plano, Texas (June 13-15) and virtually on October
3-5. Connect with Mainframe Experts who share the latest technical education and product demos and respond
to your questions and feedback. These no-cost educational events are a great way to network with peers and
experts from across the globe.
Bookmark this page for current registration and event information.

Custom Maintenance Acquisition Interface
Use the Create Service Order Online Interface to order, download, and receive maintenance packages for
Broadcom mainframe product solutions. This option is more streamlined than using the SMP/E Internet Service
Retrieval batch JCL option and requires no firewall changes.

Direct Product Acquisition into z/OSMF
A new GIMZIP download option is available to acquire a portable software instance from a secure Broadcom
download server directly from z/OSMF. To determine if your product is GIMZIP enabled, see Mainframe Products
using z/OSMF for Software Management.

Consolidated Product Lifecycle Overview
Use the new Broadcom Mainframe Product Lifecycle Page to determine the end-of-service (EOS) or end-of-life
(EOL) support dates for Broadcom mainframe products and releases. This information is useful when planning
installations and upgrades.
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Chorus Software Manager (CSM) End of Life
As part of our ongoing commitment to customer success and to help our customer base achieve their strategic
business initiatives, we are investing our resources in z/OSMF for software management. We are discontinuing
technical support for CSM effective June 30, 2023. Thereafter, CSM will have limited functionality. In accordance
with the terms and conditions, guidelines, and parameters of the Broadcom support program, which is
documented in the Broadcom Software Maintenance Policy Handbook, this announcement provides written
notification of End of Life for CSM. For full details, see the End of Life Announcement. If you do not have CSM
installed, we recommend that you install z/OSMF to manage your software. For installation and usage details, see
the IBM documentation and the Broadcom product installation best practices at techdocs.broadcom.com.

NOTE
For migration assistance and access to z/OSMF trainings from Broadcom, see z/OSMF Migration. To
migrate existing environments, see Migrate SMP/E Environments to z/OSMF.
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Release Notes
Welcome to the release notes for Version 20.0 of Bind Analyzer™ for Db2 for z/OS (Bind Analyzer). The release notes
describe new features (enhancements), Db2 version support, release compatibility and support, and so on. Bind Analyzer
helps accelerate the application development lifecycle and decrease unnecessary CPU and I/O resource usage by
helping you avoid unnecessary binds.

NOTE

For more information about the available database administration, performance, and backup and recovery tools
that are included in this solution group, see the solution brief here.

See the following documentation for detailed information about this version:

• New features (what's new in this product)
• Release compatibility and support (release and support lifecycle dates, maintenance grid, and fix strategy)
• Prepare for Installation (installation and software requirements)

New Features
The new features in this  Bind Analyzer release offer you increased flexibility and efficiency. We release features
using PTFs for simple installation.

The following list provides a high-level summary of the new features and enhancements that have been delivered to date
in Version 20.0 for Bind Analyzer.

TIP
To ensure availability of all features and fixes, ensure that your product is current on maintenance. To download
and receive maintenance automatically, configure SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval. To view the available
solutions, go to the Broadcom Mainframe Product Maintenance solutions list on the Broadcom Support portal
and search by product name.

NOTE

For a list of enhancements for all the Database Management Solutions for Db2, click here. To request product
enhancements, contact a product manager or log in to the Db2 Tools community, and post your request in the
"Ideas" section at the top of the page.

Db2 13 Bind Option OWNERTYPE Support (LU09909)

The following Db2 13 BIND parameter is now supported:
OWNERTYPE

Specifies the type of authorization ID that owns a package object. The owner type is either an authorization ID or
an authorization ID that is specified as a trusted context security role.

This parameter provides increased flexibility for package ownership, allowing you to control the ownership of these
objects when using role-based security for administrative tasks.

All three Bind Analyzer components (the precompiler, the binder, and the postcompiler) can now generate BIND
statements containing the OWNERTYPE parameter to bind DBRM packages.

Db2 13 Support (LU05995)

Db2 13 for z/OS support is now provided for function levels V13R1M100, V13R1M500, and V13R1M501.
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To help you determine whether you are ready to upgrade to Db2 13, a new Db2 13 Readiness report is now available. For
more information, see Are you ready for Db2 13? by Chris Crone, Distinguished Engineer.

To specify the new function levels for Db2 13, see Upgrade to New Db2 Releases and Function Levels in the Database
Management Solutions for Db2 documentation.

Db2 12 FL507 SQL DML Syntax Support (LU01432)

The following Db2 12 SQL DML syntax support is now provided. SQL that contains this syntax can now be processed
successfully:

• Global variables:
– MAX_LOCKS_PER_TABLESPACE
– MAX_LOCKS_PER_USER

• IDAA expressions:
– ADD_DAYS
– BTRIM
– DAYS_BETWEEN
– NEXT_MONTH
– REGR_ regression functions:

• REGR_AVGX
• REGR_AVGY
• REGR_COUNT
• REGR_INTERCEPT (or REGR_ICPT)
• REGR_R2
• REGR_SLOPE
• REGR_SXX
• REGR_SXY
• REGR_SYY

– ROUND_TIMESTAMP (when invoked with a date expression)

Db2 12 Support

IBM Db2 12 for z/OS function levels V12R1M100, V12R1M500, and V12R1Mnnn are now supported.

Version 20.0 of Bind Analyzer supports the IBM Db2 12 Continuous Delivery Model, which introduces new features in the
maintenance stream for faster adoption. Customers who are moving to Db2 12 should upgrade to this version. In Version
19.0, only V12R1M100 for migration from Db2 11 and new function level V12R1M500 are supported for Db2 12.

Db2 12 Bind and Rebind Parameter Support

The following Db2 12 BIND and REBIND parameter is now supported:

CONCENTRATESTMT
Specifies how to treat dynamic SQL with specific literal constants. This SQL can be treated as a separate unique
statement in the dynamic cache, or it can be shared with an existing statement in the cache.

This support is provided through the following commands:

• Bind packages: B, BO, R, RO, BINDPACK, and REBINDPACK
• Advanced trigger packages: R, RO, ROA, and REBINDPACK
• Native SQL procedure packages: R, RO, ROA, and REBINDPACK
• SQL scalar function packages: R, RO, ROA, and REBINDPACK
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Db2 12 SQL DML Syntax Support

The following Db2 12 SQL DML syntax support is now provided:

• BETWEEN temporal period clause in searched DELETE and UPDATE statements
• FETCH NEXT in SUBSELECT, FULLSELECT, and SELECT INTO
• FETCH in searched DELETE statements
• LIMIT as an alternative to FETCH or FETCH OFFSET
• LISTAGG built-in function
• OFFSET in SUBSELECT, FULLSELECT, and SELECT INTO statements
• Alternate names for preexisting built-in functions (introduced in function level V12R1M506):

Preexisting Function Name Alternate Name

COVARIANCE or COVAR COVAR_POP

CHARACTER_LENGTH CHAR_LENGTH

CLOB TO_CLOB

HASH_MD5, HASH_SHA1, or HASH_SHA256 HASH

LEFT STRLEFT

POSSTR STRPOS

POWER POW

RAND RANDOM

RIGHT STRRIGHT

TIMESTAMP_FORMAT or TO_DATE TO_TIMESTAMP

• Built-in scalar functions (introduced in function level V12R1M505):
– DECRYPT_DATAKEY_BIGINT
– DECRYPT_DATAKEY_BIT
– DECRYPT_DATAKEY_CLOB
– DECRYPT_DATAKEY_DBCLOB
– DECRYPT_DATAKEY_DECIMAL
– DECRYPT_DATAKEY_INTEGER
– DECRYPT_DATAKEY_VARCHAR
– DECRYPT_DATAKEY_VARGRAPHIC
– ENCRYPT_DATAKEY

• Global variables:
– CATALOG_LEVEL
– DEFAULT_SQLLEVEL
– MERGE USING table-reference as an alternate way of specifying source data
– PRODUCTID_EXT
– TEMPORAL_LOGICAL_TRANSACTION_TIME
– TEMPORAL_LOGICAL_TRANSACTIONS
– REPLICATION_OVERRIDE (introduced in function level V12R1M503)

• Obfuscated statement text in CREATE TRIGGER statements
• Operands in row-value expressions for basic predicates:
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– (less than)
– (greater than)
– = (less than or equal to)
– = (greater than or equal to)

Db2 Spatial Extender Support

SQL that contains the predicate selectivity clause in search conditions is now supported.

SQL that contains this syntax can now be processed successfully.

Db2 11 Syntax Support

The following Db2 11 support is now provided:

• Special register support:
– CURRENT ACCELERATOR
– CURRENT QUERY ACCELERATION WAITFORDAT

• Correlation clause is now optional for nested table expressions, XMLTABLE expressions, and collection-derived tables.
• Built-in scalar functions SOAPHTTPNC and SOAPHTTPNV

SQL that contains this syntax can now be processed successfully.

Release Compatibility and Support
Release compatibility and support information lets you see the tools that Broadcom offers to assist you in the product
lifecycle.

The following resources are available from Broadcom Support online:

• Broadcom Mainframe Installation and Maintenance Tools
• Mainframe Software Security Advisories (login required)
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Maintenance Solutions List
• Recommended Service for z/OS (CARS)
• Migrate SMP/E Environments into z/OSMF

NOTE
For migration assistance and access to z/OSMF trainings from Broadcom, see z/OSMF Migration. To migrate
existing environments, see Migrate SMP/E Environments to z/OSMF.

• Mainframe Essentials Software Risk Assessment video
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Lifecycle Page
• Mainframe Compatibilities
• Broadcom Support Network Details

For other technical insights and to consult your peers and product management, monitor our global communities:

• Broadcom Mainframe Software Division (MSD) Microsite
• Broadcom Mainframe Software Communities
• Db2 Tools Community

Product Accessibility Features
Learn about product accessibility features for software applications and operating systems, functional performance, and
documentation.
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Broadcom is committed to addressing user accessibility in the development of its products and documentation to help all
customers, regardless of ability, to accomplish vital business tasks.

The Database Management Solutions for Db2 provide the following accessibility features support.

Software Applications and Operating Systems

• Most product functions are executable from a keyboard where the function and result can be discerned textually.
However, some functions, like expand and collapse controls on the panel are not in the tab order, and can only be
located by exploration of the panel using the keyboard.

• The products inherit the following operating system accessibility features:
– StickyKeys
– FilterKeys
– ToggleKeys
– MouseKeys
– SerialKeys

• When tabular output is generated as a result of job submission, the output uses visual formatting semantics that are
not programmatically available to Assistive Technology (AT) through the emulator.

• Textual information is provided through a standard text file, which can be edited and viewed using a text editor and
through operating system functions for displaying text.

• The products do not inherit user-selected color, contrast, and font settings from the operating system. However, you
can change color, contrast, and font settings in the emulator and the product inherits these settings.
You can also adjust the colors that are displayed on the ISPF panels using the Global Profile option on the Database
Management Solutions for Db2 Main Menu. Select the Setup Screen Colors option to define color combinations and
select colors that are easier to see.

NOTE

To make more adjustments to your display, and the sound, keyboard, and mouse interactions with the
emulator, refer to your 3270 emulation software documentation. For other changes, refer to your operating
system documentation.

• Some characters (<, +, -, and >) are used to create a graphic indicator. However, these characters might cause
confusion when encountered by a screen reader user when seen individually or in combination within the same or
other applications.

Functional Performance Criteria

• Assistive Technology screen readers and screen magnifiers are supported. The batch products are text-based and
use input and output files that are viewed through text editors. However, some output can include visually formatted,
tabular data that require the user to examine the textual screen content to interpret responses.

• The products can be used in a mouseless (keyboard-only) mode. The products also inherit operating system motor
control accessibility features.

Documentation and Support

• Documentation can be viewed online, or downloaded in PDF files.
• Support is available online, by email, and by phone.

Third-Party Software Agreements
This topic provides information about the third-party software agreements that apply to this release.
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The third-party software agreements (copyright statements and licenses for open-source software) that apply to this
release of the Database Management Solutions for Db2 are described in Third-Party Software Agreements (login
required).

Product Names and Abbreviations
This documentation references the following products and abbreviations:

• Bind Analyzer™ for Db2 for z/OS (Bind Analyzer)
• Chorus™ Software Manager (CSM)
• Database Management Solutions for Db2 for z/OS (Database Management Solutions for Db2)
• Detector® for Db2 for z/OS (Detector)
• Log Analyzer™ for Db2 for z/OS (Log Analyzer)
• Mainframe Resource Intelligence (MRI)
• Plan Analyzer® for Db2 for z/OS (Plan Analyzer)
• RC/Query ® for Db2 for z/OS (RC/Query)
• Recommended Service for z/OS (CARS)
• Subsystem Analyzer for Db2 for z/OS (Subsystem Analyzer)
• SYSVIEW® Performance Management Option for Db2 (SYSVIEW for Db2)
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Installing
The following process explains how to perform a base installation of Bind Analyzer.

NOTE
Detailed instructions and other installation use cases (like upgrading and installing maintenance) are described
in the Installing section of the  Database Management Solutions for Db2 documentation.

1. Prepare for installation by reviewing the installation best practices and verifying that the installation
requirements (hardware, software, security, and so on) have been met.

2. Acquire and install the product using CSM or native SMP/E (pax-ESD).
3. Install product maintenance using IBM z/OSMF Software Update, SMP/E JCL, or CSM.
4. Configure the product using the Post-Install Tailoring panels. Select the following options in the order presented:

a. Select option 0 (Settings - Session and environmental options). Use these settings to manage and maintain the
configuration environment. These settings are also used in batch jobs that are submitted in the following steps.

b. Select option 1 (Setup - Create/edit global and product PARMLIB members). Use this option to set
up global and product-specific parmlib members.
• Edit the global parmlib members first.
• Then create the PBA parmlib member in the CDBAPARM data set to set site-specific default execution values.

This member uses the same product syntax.
c. Select option 2 (Customize - Execute product specific customization tasks). Use this option to customize post-

installation global options, Xmanager, and Xnet. Also use this option to perform product-specific customization.
Product tailoring does not require or interact with a Db2 subsystem. However, you must tailor the products on each
PTISYSxx member.
Be sure to review the product customization members. The members summarize the product-specific
customization requirements.

d. Select option 3 (Tasks - Execute Db2 catalog customization tasks). This option generates JCL to perform Db2
tasks. Installation-related (INS and GEN) tasks appear first, followed by product-specific tasks. Execute these tasks
on each Db2 subsystem.
The installation-related tasks include starting Xmanager, creating the product objects, and binding the product
plans and packages. Bind Analyzer has no product-specific Db2 catalog customization tasks.

5. Prepare the products for execution and verify user authorizations.

Before you begin using the product, we recommend reviewing the operational considerations in the Using section of this
documentation.
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Getting Started
Bind Analyzer helps you perform the following tasks:

• Identify when a bind is required, whether the SQL has changed significantly, or whether a precompiler option has
changed. When no change is detected, a unique return code is issued at the precompiler step.

• Generate bind statements for all specified plans and packages.
• Reduce the number of binds that must be performed, thus reducing contention on the Db2 catalog. This reduction

eliminates the excessive CPU and I/O overhead that is associated with recalculating access paths.
• Synchronize the load module with the DBRM and the Db2 catalog to ensure that the consistency tokens match. This

synchronization eliminates the potential for -805 SQL codes.
• Resynchronize the DBRM when translation errors occur, so that the bind recommendation can be reissued on a

subsequent compile. This feature further automates your application development lifecycle.
• Perform bind analysis on multiple DBRMs or between DBRMs and the catalog.
• Recreate a lost DBRM whose statements still exist in the catalog.
• Compare DBRM versions to the access path level. (This feature requires a Plan Analyzer license.) Bind Analyzer

identifies all plans and packages into which a DBRM has been bound.
• Eliminate development effort that is wasted by use of the LEVEL() parameter that masks SQL changes.

These tasks are accomplished through a front-end replacement for the precompile step that uses the Db2 precompiler
but provides more functionality, and an optional front-end replacement for the bind step. As a result, the bind step can be
incorporated into the assemble/compile JCL stream. A bind is performed only when the precompiler detects a significant
change and the assemble/compile step is successful.

This documentation assumes that all product components have already been installed at your site.

Review the Product and Security Authorization Requirements
Bind Analyzer requires various authorizations and security settings to perform different operations.

Many security restrictions are implemented by the Db2 security system. You cannot bypass Db2 security. More security
is provided through the authorization exit and Product Authorization facilities. This product follows the same security
considerations as Db2.

Except where noted, when the SQL statement is embedded in a program, the privilege set consists of the privileges that
are designated by the plan or package owner. When the statement is executed dynamically, the privilege set is the union
of the privileges that are designated by each authorization ID of the process (primary and secondary IDs).

Review the following product and security authorization requirements before you use Bind Analyzer.

Plan Authorization

You must be authorized for both the Bind Analyzer and Batch Processor plans to execute the product.

You can grant or revoke authorization to the Bind Analyzer plan (Main Plan) to let the user execute the products.

For more information about granting authorization to the product plans, see the Product Authorizations Facility
documentation.

Create PLAN_TABLE Security

If you have at least one of the following authorities or privileges, you can create a PLAN_TABLE:
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• SYSADM authority
• DBADM, DBMAINT, or DBCTRL authority on the database containing the PLAN_TABLE
• CREATETAB privilege on the database containing the PLAN_TABLE

EXPLAIN Security

If you have the following authorities, you can execute an EXPLAIN on SQL:

• SYSADM authority
• SQL EXECUTE authority (including SELECT authority for tables that are referenced by dynamic SQL) and UPDATE

authority on the designated PLAN_TABLE

Bind and Rebind Plan Security

If you have the following authorities, you can bind and rebind a plan:

• SYSCTRL or SYSADM authority
• Bind, BindADD, or BindAGENT authority

EXECUTE Plan Security

If you have the following authorities, you can execute a plan:

• SYSADM authority
• EXECUTE authority

Bind and Rebind Package Security

If you have SYSCTRL, SYSADM, or PACKADM authority, you can bind or rebind a package.

Product Components
Bind Analyzer provides a precompiler, a postcompiler, and a binder to perform its functions.

The precompiler invokes the Db2 precompiler and adds more functionality. The precompiler analyzes and reports on bind
requirements. The precompiler can also perform all optional processing, including the generation of BIND statements and
Plan Analyzer enhanced explain statements.

The postcompiler is integrated with the Bind Analyzer binder. The postcompiler supports the Db2 coprocessor. The
postcompiler analyzes and reports on bind requirements and can perform all optional processing. This processing
includes the generation of BIND statements and Plan Analyzer enhanced explain statements. UTILITY processing
executes the BIND statements and any EXPLAIN batch statements that the postcompiler generates. You can create JCL
or can modify existing JCL to implement the postcompiler.

The following compilers are supported:

• IBM Enterprise COBOL for z/OS with the SQL option enabled
• z/OS XL C with the METAL and SQL options enabled

The binder resynchronizes the DBRM when the translate step fails so that the bind recommendation can be reissued on
a subsequent assemble or compile. The binder also performs utilities processing, including PLAN_TABLE cleanup and
Batch Processor invocation to process any statements from the precompiler.

Precompiler
The precompiler invokes the Db2 precompiler, analyzes bind requirements, and can generate BIND statements and Plan
Analyzer enhanced explain statements.
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The following flowchart summarizes how the precompiler and the binder function:

The following list provides more detail about each step in the flowchart:
(A) Source Input

Represents the source program that is input to the precompiler.
(B) Precompiler

Invokes the Db2 precompiler, analyzes and reports on bind requirements, or performs all optional processing.
Optional processing includes generation of bind statements and enhanced explain statements.

(C) Db2 Precompiler
Invokes the Db2 precompiler.

(D) DBRM
Compares the old and new DBRM versions.

(E) Return Code
Indicates when a bind is required and when a bind is not required.
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(F) Reports
Generates reports for DBRM dependencies and access path, SQL, and host variable differences.

(G) Source Output
Indicates the modified source code output that the Db2 precompiler creates.

(H) Source Translation
Integrates Bind Analyzer into existing Db2 precompile, assemble/compile, and link-edit procedures.

(I) Batch Statements
Generates Batch Processor-compatible bind statements, enhanced explain statements, binder DBRM
resynchronization statements, and IEBCOPY statements.

(J) PBA Binder
Verifies that binds are performed only when significant differences in SQL or host variables exist and only when
the translation step is successful.

(K) DBRM Resynch
Returns to the original DBRM when the translation step fails so that subsequent precompiles can detect that a
bind is required.

(L) Db2 Bind Processing
Processes the bind statements.

The following steps summarize the precompiler processing. Steps and substeps can occur simultaneously, so the
sequencing of the objects and processes is not strictly representative of the actual process.

1. You initiate the process by creating and submitting customized JCL.
2. The precompiler copies and saves the DBRM that was created from the last Db2 precompiler invocation. This saved

copy is referred to as the DBRM resynchronization data and it is written to the PTIDBRMO DD. If the translation step
fails, this data can resynchronize the DBRM.

3. The Db2 precompiler is invoked, resulting in a new DRBM and modified source code. The Db2 precompiler writes the
new DBRM to the DBRMLIB DD and generates a report. This report lists the Db2 precompiler options that were used
and any errors that occurred.

4. If you added the PTIDBRMT DD statement to your JCL, Bind Analyzer determines whether to update the new DBRM
with an alternate timestamp value.

5. Old and new DBRMs are compared to identify significant differences that require binding.
During the comparison, the following items are reviewed:

• SQL changes
• Significant changes in host variable attributes
• Db2 precompiler option changes
• Db2 precompiler release level

The following changes are not significant:

• DBRM timestamp changes
• Host variable name changes
• Package version identifier changes when the version was specified with the Db2 keyword VERSION(AUTO)
• SQL statement number

Bind Analyzer does not view changes in SQL statement numbers or host variable names as significant and requiring
binding. However, if the old and new DBRMs have different SQL statement numbers, the precompiler updates the new
precompiled source and DBRM with the old SQL statement numbers from the old DBRM copy. This process helps
maintain the consistency of the SQL statement numbers when avoiding binds of source programs that do not have
changes to embedded SQL.

6. Bind Analyzer evaluates the results and performs one of the following actions:
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• If the Db2 precompiler process is successful and it does not detect changes, the following actions occur:
– The timestamp, version, and SQL statement numbers of the Db2 precompiler source output and the DBRM are

updated with corresponding values that exist in the old copy of the DBRM.
– The timestamps of the Db2 precompiler source output and the DBRM are synchronized with the Db2 catalog,

using the old DBRM timestamp and version ID. This synchronization eliminates the need to use the Db2
precompiler LEVEL () option. As part of the synchronization process, the newly created DBRM is updated to
contain the old timestamp. As a result, when binds are performed outside the JCL stream, the timestamps are
still synchronized and you avoid -818 and -805 SQL errors.
Do not use the Db2 precompiler LEVEL () option because it can mask indications that the DBRM and Db2
catalog are not synchronized.

• If the Db2 precompiler process is successful and it detects changes, the data that is needed for resynchronization
is created. That data is written to a data set for resynchronization processing that might be needed during the
binder step.

NOTE
When PBA(X) is specified, Bind Analyzer responds as though a change has been detected, even when
there is no change.

• If the Db2 precompiler process fails, Bind Analyzer terminates and sets the return code to the value that the Db2
precompiler set.

7. If you specified the F parameter with the PBA keyword, the DBRMLIB DD is freed when the processing that depends
on it completes.

NOTE
Do not use JCL PARM FREE=CLOSE because this DBRM library must be processed multiple times.

8. Depending on the parameters in your JCL, the following reports and statements are generated:
– DBRM Dependency Analysis Report
– Compare Explain Versions Report
– Short Access Report
– Catalog Compare Report
– SQL Compare Report
– Batch Processor-compatible bind statements for use at the bind step
– Batch Processor-compatible SRCCAT/SRCPACK or SRCDBRML statements for enhanced explain reports
– DBRM resynchronization statements for DBRM resynchronization

Postcompiler/Binder
The postcompiler, which is integrated with the Bind Analyzer binder, analyzes bind requirements. Its utility function can
generate BIND statements and Plan Analyzer enhanced explain statements.

The postcompiler supports the Plan Analyzer coprocessor. The postcompiler also supports the following compilers:

• IBM Enterprise COBOL for z/OS with the SQL option enabled
• z/OS XL C with the METAL and SQL options enabled

The following graphic shows how Bind Analyzer supports the Db2 coprocessor to determine whether to perform Db2 binds
for a COBOL or C source member:
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The following list provides more detail about each step in the flowchart:

(A) Current DBRM
Represents the DBRM that was created during the last SQL compiler invocation.
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(B) PBA Precompiler
Saves the DBRM resynchronization data.

(C) PTIDBRMO
Contains the data for the DBRM resynchronization.

(D) Source Input (COBOL or C)
Represents the COBOL or C source member.

(E) COBOL or C Compiler
Creates an updated DBRM and object module. This step is the translation step.

(F) New DBRM
Represents the DBRM that the Db2 coprocessor saves to the DBRMLIB DD.

(G) SYSLIN Object Deck
Represents the object module that the Db2 coprocessor creates.

(H) PBA Postcompiler/Binder
Compares old and new DBRMs. Performs binds only when the SQL or host variables have significant changes,
and only when the translation step is successful.

(I) Reports
Generates reports for DBRM dependencies and access path, SQL, and host variable differences.

(J) DBRM Resynch
Returns to the original DBRM when the translation step fails. Subsequent precompiles can then detect that a bind
is required.

(K) Object Update (COBOL or C SYSLIN)
Updates the object to indicate that a bind is not required.

(L) Batch Cards
Generates Batch Processor-compatible bind statements, enhanced explain statements, binder DBRM
resynchronization statements, and IEBCOPY statements.

The following steps summarize the postcompiler/binder processing. Steps and substeps can occur simultaneously, so the
sequencing of the objects and processes is not strictly representative of the actual process.

1. You initiate the process by creating and submitting customized JCL.
2. The postcompiler copies and saves the DBRM that was created from the last SQL compiler invocation. This saved

copy is referred to as the DBRM resynchronization data. If the translation step fails, this data can resynchronize
the DBRM.

3. The SQL compiler option invokes the COBOL or C compiler that is Db2 coprocessor-compatible, which results in
a new updated DBRM and object module. The Db2 coprocessor writes the new DBRM to the DBRMLIB DD. The
compiler (with the Db2 coprocessor) generates its own listing report. This report contains the SQL compiler options
that were used and the errors that occurred.

4. If the JCL includes the PTIDBRMT DD statement, Bind Analyzer determines whether to update the new DBRM with an
alternate timestamp value.

5. Old and new DBRMs are compared to identify significant differences that require using BIND PACKAGE to bind a
DBRM to the Db2 subsystem. During the comparison, the following information is reviewed:

• SQL changes.
• Host variable attributes.
• COBOL or C compiler SQL option changes.
• Db2 release level.

The following changes are not significant:
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• DBRM timestamp changes.
• Host variable name changes.
• DBRM version identifier changes when the version was specified with the Db2 keyword VERSION(AUTO). Version

identifiers must be at least as many characters in length as the auto-generated length. The compared DBRMs
must have the same length to be considered not significant. Shorter length version string changes are considered
significant (for example, MY_VERSION compared to MY_NEW_VERSION).

• SQL statement number.

The postcompiler does not view changes in SQL statement numbers or host variable names as significant, so binding
is not required.

6. Bind Analyzer evaluates the results and performs one of the following actions:
– If the Db2 coprocessor is successful and the postcompiler does not detect any changes, the timestamp and version

ID of the object module output and the DBRM are updated with the corresponding values in the old DBRM copy.
These values are saved during the PBA precompile step before the new DBRM output replaces them during the
COBOL or C compile step.
An exception to this update process occurs when PBA(X) is specified when no updates are made to the new object
module and DBRM.
The timestamps of the object module and the DBRM that the Db2 coprocessor creates are synchronized with the
Db2 catalog, using the old DBRM timestamp and version ID. As part of the synchronization process, the newly
created DBRM is updated to contain the old timestamp. As a result, when binds are performed outside the JCL
stream, the timestamps are still synchronized and you avoid -805 SQL errors.
The postcompiler does not support the Db2 precompiler LEVEL() option, which masks the contoken value of the
DBRM with blank spaces. Using this parameter with the Db2 coprocessor can cause unpredictable behavior and
can corrupt object modules.

– If the Db2 coprocessor is successful and the postcompiler detects changes, the data that is required for DBRM
resynchronization is read. If the binder UTILITY processing fails, this data is used.

NOTE
When PBA(X) is specified, Bind Analyzer responds as though a change has been detected, even when
there is no change.

– If the Db2 coprocessor fails, the return code is determined using the CHECKRC() parameter. Next, Bind Analyzer
resynchronizes the DBRM to reset the DBRM back to its original state to redetect SQL changes after the next
COBOL or C compile.

7. If you specified the F parameter with the PBA keyword, the DBRMLIB DD is freed when the processing that depends
on it completes.

NOTE
Do not use JCL PARM FREE=CLOSE because this DBRM library must be processed multiple times.

8. Depending on the parameters in your JCL, the following reports and statements are generated:
– DBRM Dependency Analysis Report
– Compare Explain Versions Report
– Short Access Report
– Batch Processor-compatible bind statements for use at the bind step
– Batch Processor-compatible SRCCAT/SRCPACK or SRCDBRML statements for enhanced explain reports
– DBRM resynchronization statements for DBRM resynchronization

Binder
The binder resynchronizes the DBRM when the translation step fails and it also performs some utility functions.

DBRM resynchronization and utility processing are mutually exclusive because of the following conditions:
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• DBRM resynchronization is activated when the precompile or compile/assemble step fails.
• Utility processing occurs when the precompile and compile/assemble steps succeed and the precompiler recommends

a bind.

DBRM Resynchronization

DBRM resynchronization is an optional process that allows the bind recommendation to be reissued on a subsequent
assemble or compile. The DBRM resynchronization feature resets the DBRM to its original state before the batch job.
SQL changes can then be redetected in a subsequent job and -818 and -805 errors are avoided.

You request a resynchronization by using the CHECKRC parameter (and the RESYNCH parameter for TSO mode).
Resynchronization consists of the following steps:

1. A copy of the original DBRM is saved with some control information to process it. This process is performed within the
precompiler step.

2. When the binder is directed to perform resynchronization, that data is used to restore the DBRM to its original
contents.

The data for the DBRM resynchronization resides in the PTIDBRMO DD, which was created in the precompiler process.

The PTIDLIB DD is required in the binder step. If you omit PTIDLIB, it is allocated dynamically. The PTIDLIB DD has the
same definition as the DBRMLIB DD in the precompiler step. The DBRMLIB resynchronization takes place on this DD.

The BPIOPT DD specifies the processing options for the Batch Processor. Use the Batch Processor LIST statement to tell
the Batch Processor where to direct your output. If you omit this option, you cannot view your reports.

Utility Processing

Utility processing consists of invoking the Batch Processor and table cleanup. Both of these processes are optional.

Bind Analyzer can invoke the Batch Processor for binds and enhanced explain processing:

• For the Batch Processor to process bind statements, the PTIBIND DD from the precompiler must be present and
concatenated to the BPIIPT DD.

• For the Batch Processor to process SRCxxx statements for enhanced explain reports, the enhanced explain options
statements and the PTISRC DD from the precompiler must be present and concatenated to the BPIIPT DD.

Bind Analyzer can also delete unnecessary rows from PLAN_TABLE and DSN_STATEMNT_TABLE. This feature
is useful when EXPLAIN(YES) binds are performed, because these binds insert explain-related information into
the tables. The cleanup is performed on the PLAN_TABLE and DSN_STATEMNT_TABLE of the owner of the Db2
plan or package that is being bound. If an owner is not specified, the rows are deleted from the PLAN_TABLE of the
USERID in the job. The cleanup deletes any previous bind rows for the objects that is being bound, for the package
version that is being bound. The table cleanup occurs before the Batch Processor is invoked, so the PLAN_TABLE and
DSN_STATEMNT_TABLE contents reflect the result of any subsequent EXPLAIN(YES) bind. This table accuracy is useful
for PPA EXPLAIN(CURRENT) processing when you need further analysis.

You request table cleanup by specifying the DELETE parameter (no subparameters) on the bind EXEC statement.
The PLAN_TABLE Delete report provides the SQL return code at the time the DELETE is issued. This report also
communicates the total number of rows that were deleted.

TSO Considerations

The RESYNCH and UTILITY statements address the TSO environment. These parameters are used with the utility
processing and DBRM resynchronization through TSO.

When you are operating in a TSO environment, you must determine when the maximum return code has been
exceeded and a DBRM resynchronization is required. You can then invoke the resynchronization process with the
RESYNCH parameter. RESYNCH has no subparameters.
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When you specify RESYNCH in the PARMLIB or in the PBAPARM DD, you can specify NORESYNCH in the SYSIN JCL
to disable the resynchronization process. NORESYNCH has no subparameters.

The PTIDBRMO and PTIDLIB DDs are required for DBRM resynchronization in a TSO environment, like in a batch
environment.

Use the UTILITY parameter (no subparameters) to request utility processing in a TSO environment. Also implement the
following steps:

• Use the DELETE parameter to invoke table cleanup (like in the batch environment).
• Verify that the BPIIPT concatenated DD is present for bind statement processing and for enhanced explain processing

(like in the batch environment).
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Using
Bind Analyzer helps eliminate unnecessary binds and reduce contention with the Db2 catalog. The precompiler can
invoke the Db2 precompiler and can analyze and report on bind requirements. The precompiler can also perform all
optional processing, including the generation of BIND statements and Plan Analyzer enhanced explain statements.

The postcompiler function provides Db2 coprocessor support. The postcompiler, which is integrated with the Bind
Analyzer Binder, can analyze and report on bind requirements and can perform all optional processing. This processing
includes generation of BIND statements and enhanced explain statements from Plan Analyzer. UTILITY processing
executes the BIND statements and any EXPLAIN batch statements that the postcompiler generated. You can create JCL
or can modify existing JCL to implement the postcompiler.

You can produce the following Batch Processor-compatible statements:

• Bind statements on plans and packages, or on packages only
• Enhanced explain (SRCxxx) statements on plans and packages, on packages only, or only on the SQL in the DBRM
• DBRM resynchronization statements
• IEBCOPY statements to copy new and changed DBRMs to the old DBRMLIB

You can also minimize catalog access by using the following strategies:

• Using your own bind statements
• Bypassing the reports that access the catalog
• Avoiding access to a non-indexed SYSIBM.SYSDBRM table when using packages exclusively

Comparing New and Alternate DBRMs (Optional)
The PTIDBRMT DD statement lets you specify an alternate DBRM timestamp value to use when no significant SQL
changes are encountered.

When you include the PTIDBRMT DD statement in the precompiler JCL (or in the Binder JCL for the postcompiler), the
DBRMs are compared as follows:

• When the new DBRM does not exist in the old or alternate DBRMLIBs, normal processing proceeds. If the processing
occurred in the Binder JCL, a BIND is recommended.

• When the new DBRM is not in the old DBRMLIB but it is in the alternate DBRMLIB, the new DBRM is compared with
the alternate DBRM. If the new and alternate DBRMS are the same, the timestamp value from the alternate DBRM is
used to update the new DBRM.

• When the new DBRM exists in both the old DBRMLIB and the alternate DBRMLIB, the new and old DBRMs are
compared. If the new and old DBRMs are equal, the new and alternate DBRMs are compared. If the new and alternate
DBRMs are equal, the timestamp value from the alternate DBRM is used to update the new DBRM. If the new and
alternate DBRMs are not equal, the old DBRM is used to update the new DBRM.

The PTIDBRMT DD statement can significantly reduce the number of binds that are required when you move load
modules to higher libraries. For example, when you move load modules from test to production, specify the production
library as the PTIDBRMT DD alternate library. If no significant SQL changes are encountered, the timestamp value from
the alternate (production) library is used to update the DBRM and source output. When the load modules are moved from
test to production, the load module timestamp is synchronized with the DBRM at that level (and presumably the system
catalog).

If you use the PTIDBRMT DD statement, another bind can be necessary to synchronize the new (test) library and higher
(production) library timestamp values. Normal return code processing occurs. Therefore, if you specified the parameter
to generate bind statements, you can also generate Batch Processor-compatible bind statements for this purpose.
Otherwise, the DBRMs must be bound manually.
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Modeling
When you add new programs to an existing application, those programs must be bound to Db2 at least once before
dependencies exist in the catalog. A new program can be bound to a plan or a package. For ease in maintaining Db2
applications, you can bind programs to Db2 packages rather than binding them to the same Db2 plan.

If the program exists in an application that was bound to Db2 as a package, you can use existing Db2 catalog information
to generate BIND PACKAGE statements. If the program is not in an application that has been bound as a package in the
Db2 catalog, BIND PACKAGE statements must be created. Performing this process manually can be time consuming.

You can automate the creation of new packages by using existing packages as templates. MODEL statements let you
specify a package to use as a template when creating BIND PACKAGE statements for new programs.

Use the DBRM Compare and Catalog Compare Facilities
The DBRM Compare Facility and the DBRM Catalog Compare Facility let you perform bind analysis on multiple DBRMs
or between DBRMs and the catalog.

Both facilities then produce detailed reports on changes to the DBRMs. The facilities also can generate bind statements to
use in the bind step.

The following sections provide more information:

Compare Old and New DBRMs

The DBRMLIB Compare Facility compares the DBRMs in the old DBRMLIB with the DBRMs in the new DBRMLIB. The
DBRM Catalog Compare Facility compares the DBRMs in a DBRMLIB (new) with the DBRM statements in the catalog
(old). These comparisons identify the following items:

• Whether a DBRM has changed and, if so, any significant differences in the DBRM that require binding
• DBRMs that were precompiled under different or unknown Db2 versions
• New DBRMs (DBRMLIB Compare only)
• DBRMs that no longer exist (DBRMLIB Compare only)
• DBRMLIB members not in the catalog (Catalog Compare only)

During the comparison, the following items are checked:

• SQL changes
• Significant changes in host variable attributes
• Db2 precompiler option changes

The following changes are not significant:

• Host variable name changes
• SQL statement number

Bind Analyzer does not view changes in SQL statement numbers or host variable names as significant and requiring
binding. But, while these changes do not require binding, they do mean that the catalog might not match exactly when
queried. If these catalog differences cause confusion, a bind updates those data elements.

If you receive "resource not available" errors when using the DBRM Compare Facility, the RETRY parameter can save
you time and effort. If plans and packages are not available when you issue the DSN command, IBM DSNT500I and
DSNT501I errors are generated. Rather than starting over when those errors occur, use the RETRY () parameter to retry
the DSN command.

Generate Reports

After comparing the DBRMLIBs or comparing a DBRMLIB and the catalog, reports are generated.
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The DBRMLIB Compare Facility creates the following reports:

DBRMLIB Compare Report
Lists the DBRMs in the two DBRMLIBs and shows the following information:

• Whether the DBRM has changed
• Whether the DBRM is empty
• Whether the DBRM was precompiled under different Db2 versions

SQL Compare Report
Shows changes in the SQL statements and host variables for the new or changed DBRMs.

DBRM Dependency Analysis report
Identifies all plans and packages that are affected by the changed DBRMs.

Data Set Dependency List report
Identifies the references where DBRM and DBRMLIB dependencies exist.

The DBRM Catalog Compare Facility creates the following reports:

Catalog Compare Report
Lists the DBRMs and shows the following information:

• Whether a DBRM has changed
• Whether different Db2 versions were used to precompile a DBRM and the DBRM that is represented by the

catalog statements

SQL Compare Report
Shows changes in the SQL statements and host variables for the new or changed DBRMs.

(Optional) Generate Bind and Copy Statements

Through the DBRM Compare Facility, you can generate Batch Processor-compatible bind statements for use in the bind
step. For the DBRMLIB Compare, you can also generate IEBCOPY statements to copy the new and changed DBRMs to
the old DBRMLIB.

When you supply the PTIBIND and PTICOPY DDs and specify a subsystem in the SSID() parameter, bind and copy
statements are generated to use with the new or changed DBRMs. You can also generate bind statements for packages
only by using the PACKAGE() parameter.

Modeling lets you automate the creation of packages by using existing packages as templates. MODEL statements let
you specify a package to be used as a template to create BIND PACKAGE statements for new DBRMs.

Using the DBRM Rebuild Function
The DBRM Rebuild function helps you recreate DBRMs that have existing statements in the catalog.

In addition to COLLID, PACKVERSTR, and PLANNAME, you can specify a DBRM member name by using wildcards to
retrieve catalog information. Wildcards can retrieve duplicate DBRM members with differing SQL statements, consistency
tokens, and version strings, therefore you must use the LATEST(Y) parameter when using a wildcard in the DBRM
member name.

The LATEST(Y) parameter causes Bind Analyzer to rebuild a matching DBRM. The SORT parameter can be used to
modify the sort order and sequence of relevant catalog columns, thus eliminating duplicate DBRMs. However, you must
specify the LATEST(Y) parameter when using the SORT parameter. If you do not, the SORT parameter does not affect
the retrieved catalog information.
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Read all Relevant Catalog Entries

The catalog entries that match the selection criteria are read. When only one entry is found, the DBRM is rebuilt and
written to the original or to a user-specified library. When more than one entry is found, the catalog entries are searched
and compared.

Bind Statements

Appropriate Batch Processor-compatible bind statements can be generated for use in bind processing.

Bind statements that are compatible with Batch Processor are created whenever you specify B as a PBA parameter and
the PTIBIND data set is present. The B parameter is also used to request a DBRM Dependency Analysis report, so bind
statements are generated whenever a DBRM Dependency Analysis report is requested and PTIBIND is present. Bind
statements are created for each plan and package that is listed in the DBRM Dependency Analysis report.

Bind statements are generated for all dependent plans and packages for the specified SSID and DBRMLIB combination.
The information is obtained from the Db2 catalog.

Another option is available when you use packages. Rather than generating bind statements for plans and packages,
you can generate bind statements only for packages. The K parameter limits bind statement generation to packages
only. This parameter also limits the DBRM Dependency Analysis report to packages only. Use the K parameter with the B
parameter.

When you use packages, the version affects the contents of the generated bind statements:

• When the compared versions are equal, the bind statements specify ACTION(REPLACE) and REPLVER(version).
• When the compared versions are not equal, the bind statements specify ACTION(ADD).
• When a version is null, the bind statements specify ACTION(REPLACE).

When you request a DBRM Dependency Analysis report and you do not want to generate bind statements, omit
the PTIBIND DD. For more information about bind statements, see the IBM Application Programming and SQL
documentation.

Search and Compare the Catalog Entries

When more than one catalog entry matches the selection criteria, the entries are compared and the value of the LATEST
parameter is checked:

• If LATEST(Y), the SORT parameter determines which entry is selected and the DBRM is rebuilt and written to the
original or to a user-specified library.

• If LATEST(N), the entries are compared to determine whether all the versions are equal.
– When the versions are equal, the DBRM is rebuilt and written to the original or to a user-specified library.
– When the versions are not equal, a detailed report of related entries that were found in the catalog is generated.

Rebuild or Write a DBRM to the Original or to a User-Specified Library

The DBRM is rebuilt from the selected catalog statements and is written to its original DBRMLIB or to another DBRMLIB.
When the DBRM member is rebuilt, the DBRMUSER field contains the user ID of the job owner (submitter). DBRMUSER
in original (not rebuilt) DBRMs contains the user ID of the DBRM creator or of the person running the precompiler.

Produce a Detailed Report (DBRM Rebuild) of Related Entries Found in the Catalog

After the catalog is read for DBRM statements, a DBRM Rebuild report is generated. This report shows the following data:
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• Plan name, collection ID, or both that the DBRM was bound into
• Creator of the DBRM
• Bind date and time of the DBRM
• Consistency token of the DBRM
• Package version of the DBRM
• Any messages pertaining to a DBRM Rebuild actions and processing

Generating Statements
This article describes the Enhanced Explain, DBRM synchronization, and bind and copy statements that you can
generate.

Enhanced Explain Statements

If you have a Plan Analyzer license, Bind Analyzer can generate SRCxxx statements and then invoke Plan Analyzer to
perform an Enhanced Explain.

When you generate a DBRM Dependency Analysis report by using the B parameter, and the PTISRC DD is present,
SRCxxx statements are created automatically for all objects that are shown on the report. When you are using plans,
SRCCAT statements are generated. When you are using packages, SRCCAT and SRCPACK statements are generated.

Bind Analyzer can also create a single SRCDBRML statement. For this option, specify the D parameter with the B
parameter. This statement generates a report that analyzes your SQL at the DBRM level instead of at the plan or package
level. This option provides one concise report for the appropriate DBRM rather than a report of all plans and packages
containing the DBRM.

If you are using packages, you can generate Enhanced Explain statements for packages only. The K parameter, when
used with the B parameter, limits the generation of SRCxxx statements to packages only.

You can suppress SRCxxx statements by omitting the PTISRC DD statement.

EXPLTYPE statements are created automatically as part of this process. One EXPLTYPE statement is generated for each
SRC statement, based on your last bind:

• When the last bind was EXPLAIN(YES), an EXPLTYPE(CURRENT) statement is generated.
• When the last bind was EXPLAIN(NO), an EXPLTYPE(FUTURE) statement is generated. Then one ENDDATA

statement is generated to complete the process.

SRCCAT Statements Example

This example shows the SRCCAT statements that are generated by PBA(B):

EXPLTYPE = (FUTURE)                

   SRCCAT   = (ssid,LOCAL,PPTM0105)

   EXPLTYPE = (FUTURE)             

   SRCCAT   = (ssid,LOCAL,SQTE0105)

.ENDDATA                           

SRCPACK Statements Example

This example shows the SRCPACK statements that are generated by PBA(B,K):

EXPLTYPE = (FUTURE)                              

   SRCPACK  = (ssid,LOCAL,sample_collid,package, 

   VERS(sample_package_version_string),)         

.ENDDATA
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SRCxxx Statement Options

The following table summarizes the Bind Analyzer parameters, the SRCxxx statements, and the different Enhanced
Explain options:

Parameter Value SRC Statement Enhanced Explain On...
PBA(B) SRCCAT and SRCPACK Plans and packages.
PBA(B,D) SRCDBRML Only the SQL in the plans and packages.
PBA(B,K) SRCPACK Packages only.

For more information about Enhanced Explain reports and SRCxxx statements, see the Plan Analyzer documentation.

DBRM Resynchronization Statements

The PTISRC DD is required for all Plan Analyzer Enhanced Explain statement (SRCxxx) generation.

DBRM resynchronization statements can be generated for use in Binder DBRM resynchronization processing. The DBRM
resynchronization feature is used when the assemble/compile step fails. DBRM resynchronization resets the DBRM to its
original state (before the batch job) so that SQL changes can be detected again in a subsequent job.

The DBRM resynchronization statements contain the contents of the original or old DBRM from the precompiler or Db2
coprocessor. This data is created and written to the PTIDBRMO DD during the precompiler or postcompiler process. You
can suppress DBRM resynchronization data statements by omitting the PTIDBRMO DD.

For the Bind Analyzer postcompiler function, the PTIDBRMO DD is required.

Bind and Copy Statements

The DBRM Compare facility and Catalog Compare facility are used to create bind and copy statements.

DBRMLIB Compare Facility

The DBRMLIB Compare Facility generates two types of optional statements:

• Batch Processor-compatible bind statements for use in the bind step
• IEBCOPY statements to copy the new and changed DBRMs to the old DBRMLIB

If you supply the PTIBIND and PTICOPY DDs, and specify a subsystem in the SSID( ) parameter, bind and copy
statements are created automatically to use with the new or changed DBRMs. You can also generate bind statements for
packages by using only the PACKAGE( ) parameter.

Catalog Compare Facility

The Catalog Compare Facility optionally generates Batch Processor-compatible bind statements for use in the bind step.
If you supply the PTIBIND DD statement, bind statements are created automatically to use with the changed DBRMs.

Incorporating Implementation Strategies
Typically, this product is implemented in the batch development lifecycle. You can incorporate the precompiler and
postcompiler/binder programs into your existing precompile, assemble/compile, link, and bind JCL procedures.

Precompiler and Binder and Postcompiler/Binder JCL Procedures

You can find sample JCL procedures for the precompiler and binder in hlq.CDBAJCL(PBAPROC) and for the
postcompiler/binder in hlq.CDBAJCL(PBACOPRO). Modify PBAPROC and PBACOPRO for your site.
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Procedure
Defines a procedure (optional). When you define a procedure, the substitution values for the definition are
contained in the execution procedure. For example, an actual member name replaces the value anywhere in the
JCL procedure for which MEMBER is defined.

Precompiler
Invokes the Db2 precompiler. This step requires the following modifications:

• The JCL step that begins with EXEC PGM=PBLHPC is required to execute the precompiler, which lets
information be passed to other components. The PBLHPC program still invokes the Db2 precompiler.

For PGM=PBLHPC, you can specify more precompiler parameters. The additional parameters let you
customize Bind Analyzer. Site defaults (CSECTS) can exist; however, the values that you specify for the
precompiler can override those options.

You can bypass Bind Analyzer processing and can execute only the Db2 precompiler in three ways:

• Specify PBA(P) to request the (Db2) Precompile Only option.
• If you have not renamed PBLHPC to DSNHPC during installation and you want to bypass Bind Analyzer

and to invoke the Db2 precompiler, change the value for PGM= to DSNHPC.
• If you have renamed PBLHPC to DSNHPC, modify the STEPLIB DD to the same value as the DSNHPC

DD to invoke the Db2 precompiler directly.

These ddnames can also be in the installation CSECT. When you supply both, the DD specified in the JCL
always takes precedence.

Assemble/Compile step
Produces an object module. Modified source from the precompiler step is input to the translate step. During this
step, the specified member is compiled or assembled, depending on the source language.

Link/Edit step
Initiates the linkage editor through EXEC PGM=IEWL, producing a load module.

Binder/Postcompiler
Executes a Db2 bind of the resulting DBRM to create the plans or packages. The JCL step in the section that
includes EXEC PGM=PBLBIND invokes the Binder. You can specify other DD statements. For more information,
see Use the Batch Processor in the Database Management Solutions for Db2 documentation. For descriptions of
the DDs that are part of the bind step, see DD Requirements.

The JCL can optionally include the following features:

• DBRM resynchronization
• Compare Explain Versions report for SQL or access path changes
• Bind statement generation
• SRCxxx statement generation for Plan Analyzer Enhanced Explain reporting
• Perform DBRM resynchronization or UTILITY processing through Batch Processor, as required

Minimum Catalog Access JCL Procedure

A sample JCL procedure that keeps catalog access to a bare minimum by using pre-generated bind statements is
provided in hlq.CDBAJCL(PBAPROC2). This procedure eliminates the need to access the catalog except for the bind
process itself.

Modify DBRM and Catalog Compare JCL
Sample JCL to execute the DBRMLIB Compare Facility and Catalog Compare Facility is provided in
hlq.CDBAJCL(PBACMPR) and hlq.CDBAJCL(PBACTRP) respectively. You must modify this JCL for your site.
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Modify the DBRM Compare JCL

You can modify the PBACMPR member.

1. Specify a valid job statement for your site.
2. Specify the parameters for the DBRM Compare Facility for PARM. These parameters are described in DBRM

Compare Facility Parameters.
3. Specify the library where the new DBRM members to use for comparison are contained in the PTIDBRMN DD.
4. Optionally, specify the library and member name that you want to contain the bind statements generated by Bind

Analyzer in the PTIBIND DD.
5. Specify the PTI STEPLIB in the STEPLIB DD.
6. Specify the PTI LOADLIB in the PTILIB DD.
7. Optionally, specify the PTI PARMLIB. When a member is named PBA, that member is read for parameters in the

PTIPARM DD.
8. Optionally, specify the program parameters in the PBAPARM DD.
9. Specify where Bind Analyzer messages and reports are sent in the SYSPRINT DD.
10. Specify where the old DBRM members to use for comparison are contained in the PTIDBRMO DD.
11. Optionally, specify the library and member name that you want to contain the copy statements generated by Bind

Analyzer in the PTICOPY DD.

Modify the Catalog Compare JCL

You can modify the Catalog Compare JCL.

1. Specify a valid job statement for your site.
2. Specify the parameters for the Catalog Compare Facility for PARM. These parameters are described in DBRM

Compare Facility Parameters.
3. Specify the library that contains the new DBRM members to use for the comparison in the PTIDBRMN DD.
4. Optionally, specify the library and member name containing the bind statements that were generated by Bind Analyzer

in the PTIDBRMN DD.
5. Specify the PTI STEPLIB in the STEPLIB DD.
6. Specify the PTI LOADLIB in the PTILIB DD.
7. Optionally, specify the PTI PARMLIB. When a member is named PBA, that member is read for parameters in the

PTIPARM DD.
8. Optionally, specify the program parameters in the PBAPARM DD.
9. Specify where to send Bind Analyzer messages and reports in the SYSPRINT DD.

Example: Modify Catalog Compare JCL

The following example shows modified sample JCL:

//TDKNOLL  JOB  (TD20-230-BAT),'SAMPLE.JCL',CLASS=A,                    

// MSGCLASS=X,MSGLEVEL=(1,1),REGION=4096K,NOTIFY=TDKNOLL                

//*JOBPARM ROOM=57                                                      

//*                                                                     

//PBACTRP  EXEC PGM=PBLCTRP,                                            

// PARM='PACKRPT(Y) REP(D) MEMBER(PROEQ02)'                             

//*         .                                                           

//*         .                                                           

//*         .                                                           

//********************************************************************  

//*                                                                  *  

//*  PTIDBRMN IS THE DBRMLIB TO BE COMPARED TO THE CATALOG           *  
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//*                                                                  *  

//********************************************************************  

//PTIDBRMN DD DISP=SHR,DSN=PPA.RELxxx.DBRMLIB                           

//********************************************************************  

//*                                                                  *  

//*  PTIWRK01  THIS LIBRARY IS A WORK AREA FOR ALL THE DBRMS TO BE   *  

//*            COMPARED ADJUST THE SPACE PARAMETER ACCORDINGLY       *  

//*                                                                  *  

//********************************************************************  

//PTIWRK01 DD SPACE=(CYL,(5,2,5))                                       

//********************************************************************  

//*                                                                  *  

//* PTIBIND DD IF PRESENT WILL GENERATE THE BIND CARDS               *  

//*                                                                  *  

//********************************************************************  

//PTIBIND  DD DSN=&&PTIBIND,DISP=(MOD,PASS),UNIT=SYSDA,                 

//     SPACE=(CYL,(2,1)),                                               

//     DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=6240)                             

//*                                                                     

//STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=HIGHLVL.CDBALOAD                              

//PTILIB   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=HIGHLVL.CDBALOAD                              

//PTIPARM  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=HIGHLVL.CDBAPARM                              

//PBAPARM  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=PBAPARM.CARDS                                

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*                                                  

//*                                                                     

//                                        

In this example, the following parameters are used for the Catalog Compare:

MEMBER(*)
Compares all members.

REPORT(D)
Generates a full detail report.

PACKRPT(Y)
Compares all packages from the catalog.

Modify DBRM Rebuild JCL
Sample JCL to execute DBRM Rebuild is provided in hlq.CDBAJCL(PBARBRP). You must modify this JCL for your site.

To modify PBARBRP, complete the following procedure.

1. Specify a valid job statement for your site.
2. Specify the parameters for the DBRM Compare Facility. For more information about these parameters, see DBRM

Rebuild Parameters.
3. Specify the library where the DBRM originally resided in the PTIDBRM DD.
4. Optionally, specify where the DBRM should be restored in the PTIDBRMO DD.
5. Specify the PTI STEPLIB in the STEPLIB DD.
6. Specify the PTI LOADLIB in the PTILIB DD.
7. Optionally, specify the PTI PARMLIB in the PTIPARM DD. When a member is named PBA, that member is read for

parameters.
8. Optionally, specify the program parameters in the PBAPARM DD.
9. Specify where Bind Analyzer messages and reports should be sent in the SYSPRINT DD.
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Example: Modify DBRM Rebuild JCL

The following example shows modified DBRM rebuild sample JCL:

//USERxx    JOB  (TD20-230-BAT),'SAMPLE.JCL',CLASS=A,                   

// MSGCLASS=X,MSGLEVEL=(1,1),REGION=4096K,NOTIFY=USERxx                 

//*JOBPARM ROOM=57                                                      

//*                                                                     

//PBARBRP EXEC PGM=PBLRBRP,                                             

// PARM=' MEMBER(PROV2)  LATEST(Y)'                                     

//*        .                                                            

//*        .                                                            

//*        .                                                            

//PTIDBRM  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=PBA.RELxxx.CDBADBRM                           

//*        .                                                            

//*        .                                                            

//*        .                                                            

//PTIDBRMO DD DISP=SHR,DSN=PBA.MNTxxx.CDBADBRM                           

//*                                                                     

//STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=HIGHLVL.CDBALOAD                              

//PTILIB   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=HIGHLVL.CDBALOAD                              

//PTIPARM  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=HIGHLVL.CDBAPARM                              

//PBAPARM  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=PBAPARM.CARDS                                

//*                                                                     

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*                                                  

//*                                                                     

//                                                                      

In this example, the following parameters are used for the DBRM Rebuild:

MEMBER(PROV2)
Rebuilds member PROV2t.

LATEST(Y)
Rebuilds the latest version of PROV2.

Report Descriptions
Bind Analyzer provides several reports that help you understand your DBRMs and the impact that changes have on your
Db2 environment.

The following reports are available:
DBRM Dependency Analysis Report

Identifies all plans and packages, or only packages that are affected by changed DBRMs. Parameters B and K
are required to generate this report.

DBRM Data Set Dependency List Report
Identifies DBRM and DBRMLIB dependencies. The DEPENDENCY keyword with option Y is required to generate
this report.

Compare Explain Versions Report
Compares differences in access paths, host variables, and SQL statements (requires parameter C) or compares
differences in host variables and SQL statements only (requires parameter S).
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Short Access Report
Identifies how Db2 retrieves the data from the tables being accessed in a condensed format. This report
also estimates the cost of executing the SQL. Parameter A is required. A Plan Analyzer license is required to
generate this report.

PLAN_TABLE Delete Report
Identifies the SQL code that is returned when a DELETE is issued and shows how many rows were deleted from
the PLAN_DELETE table. This report is generated automatically during PLAN_TABLE cleanup.

DBRMLIB Compare Report
Lists the DBRMs in the old and new DBRMLIBs that match the member mask.

Catalog Compare Report
Lists the DBRMs in the DBRMLIB and the catalog that match the member mask.

SQL Compare Report
Identifies the differences in host variables and SQL statements between DBRMs.

DBRM Rebuild Report
Lists all catalog entries that match the DBRM rebuild parameters.

Catalog Compare Report
The Catalog Compare report lists all DBRMs in the DBRMLIB and the catalog that match the member mask. This report is
generated automatically whenever you execute the Catalog Compare Facility.

The report detail section lists the member names and the following information:

• The status of the old and new DBRMs. Different report values indicate whether the DBRMs are new, empty, changed,
or invalid.

• Whether any SQL changes were detected.
• Differences in host variables and SQL statements between the DBRMs and the statements in the catalog (if you

requested the SQL Compare report).

You can specify parameters to suppress certain detail lines. For example, if the old and new DBRMs are the same, you
can suppress the detail line for that DBRM member. The REPORT parameter options are discussed in DBRM Compare
Facility Parameters.

Catalog Compare Report Detail Section Example

The following example shows a sample report detail section, showing all DBRMs in the specified DBRMLIB:

                       PBA Catalog Compare Report                 Page:  1  

DBRMLIB DSN=PDBTK.TESTLIB.CDBADBRM1                                MM/DD/YY  

                                                                  14:44.08  

                                                                            

Member        Plan         Collid              SQL changes      Detail Report 

_________   _________    _______________     ___________      _____________ 

PROBTK1                                         C                           

PROEMTY                                         N                           

PROEQO1     PROPIAN                                                         

PROEQ01     PROEQ01      PDBTK_TEST_PACK                                    

PROEQ02     PROEQ02      PDBTK_TEST_PACK                                    

PROEQ03     PROEQ03      PDBTK_TEST_PACK        *                           

PROEQ04                                         C                           

PROEQ05                                         *                           

PROG000     PROPIAN                                                         

PROG001     PROPIAN                                                         
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The DBRM that was used for comparison appears at the top of each report page.

The detail section provides the following information:

Member
Identifies the member name of the DBRM.

Plan
Identifies the plan name.

Collid
Identifies the package name.

SQL changes
Indicates whether any SQL changed between the old and new DBRMs:
(blank)

Indicates that the SQL did not change.
*

Indicates that the SQL has changed.
C

Indicates that the statements are not in the catalog.
N

Indicates that the DBRM member is empty.
Detail Report

Displays the page number of the SQL Compare report showing the SQL change details. A page number appears
only when both of the following conditions are met:

• You specified the CEV(Y) parameter to generate the SQL Compare report.
• SQL changes are made to the DBRM (an asterisk (*) displays in the SQL Changes field).

Summary Page

The last page of the Catalog Compare report is a summary showing statistics for the Catalog Compare. See the following
example:

                        PBA Catalog Compare Report               Page:     3 

DBRMLIB  DSN=PDBTK.TESTLIB.CDBADBRM                                 MM/DD/YY 

                                                                    14:44.57 

        Summary page                                                         

        52  Total Members                                                    

         9  DBRMs that match                                                 

         1  DBRMs that do NOT match                                          

        42  DBRMs in this library not in the catalog                         

         0  Members without DBRMs                                            

         0  DBRMs of an unknown release                                      

         0  DBRMs of different releases                                      

The summary report shows statistics on the DBRM members. The following statistics totals are accumulated for members
in the library and the catalog:

Total Members
Displays the total number of DBRMs that were compared.

DBRMs that match
Displays the number of DBRMs that were the same in the DBRMLIB and the catalog.
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DBRMs that do NOT match
Displays the number of DBRMs that have SQL changes from the catalog to the new DBRMLIB.

DBRMs in this library not in the catalog
Displays the number of DBRMs in the DBRMLIB that are not in the catalog (excluding null DBRMs).

Members without DBRMs
Displays the number of DBRMs that are empty.

DBRMs of an unknown release
Displays the number of DBRMs that were precompiled under unknown versions of Db2. The member might not be
a DBRM.

DBRMs of different releases
Displays the number of DBRMs that were precompiled under different versions of Db2.

Compare Explain Versions Report
When you request the Compare Explain Versions report, you have two options:

• Parameter C compares and reports on the differences in access path, host variables, and SQL statements.
• Parameter S compares and reports only on differences in host variables and SQL statements.

The Compare Explain Versions report is divided into four sections:

Report Header

The first section of the Compare Explain Versions report is the report header information. The header identifies the DBRM
for which old and new versions have been compared and the DBRMLIB in which that DBRM resides.

The following example shows a report header:

                            Compare Explain Versions                                                         

                          

                                                                               

DBRM:     PPA#TVAS                                                     

   DBRMLIB:  PPA.WRK0105.CDBADBRM                                          

Options Summary

The second section of the Compare Explain Versions report is a summary of the options that were used to create the
report. These options are set to the values shown in the following examples.

The following example shows the report information that is provided when you select option S (differences in host
variables and SQL statements only):

                         Options Summary                                                       

                                                                      

The report includes:                                          

                                                                      

    Changed SQL                                               

    For paired and unpaired statements                        

                                                                      

The version comparison:                                       

                                                                      

    Ignores Access Path differences                           

    Compares Host Variables                                   
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 The statement format shows:                                  

                                                                      

     SQL only                                                 

     SQL shown once if the same, otherwise Old and New shown  

     Changed Host Variables                                   

The following example shows the report information that is provided when you select option C (differences in access path,
host variables, and SQL statements):

                               Options Summary                              

                                                                            

The report includes:                                                

                                                                            

    Changed SQL                                                     

    Changed Access Path                                             

    For paired and unpaired statements                              

                                                                            

The version comparison:                                             

                                                                            

    Reports differences of creator for tables and indexes           

    Compares Host Variables                                         

                                                                            

 The statement format shows:                                        

                                                                            

     SQL and Access Path                                            

     SQL shown once if the same, otherwise Old and New shown        

     Access Path shown once if the same, otherwise Old and New shown

     Changed Host Variables                                  

Report Detail

The report detail section of the Compare Explain Versions report displays the comparisons of the access path, SQL
statement, and host variables. Differences are indicated by a dash (-) in front of the field that is different.

The following example shows the report detail section of the Compare Explain Versions report for option C (differences in
Access Path, host variables, and SQL statements):

   Old:  DBRM:          PPA#TVAS           New:  DBRM:          PPA#TVAS     

        Statement:     209                      Statement:     209           

                                                                             

SQL Statement:                                                               

                                                                             

 FETCH PPA#TVAS_CURV13 INTO :HDBNAME , :HTSNAME , :HNAME , :HCREATOR ,       

     :HTBNAME , :HTBCREATOR , :HTYPE , :HLOCATION , :HCARD , :HNPAGES ,      

     :HPCTPAGES , :HRECLENGTH , :HEDPROC                                     

                                                                             

Host Variable Summary:                                                       

                                                                             

      Name:       HTSNAME                  Name:       HTSNAME               

      Type:      -SMALLINT                 Type:      -CHAR                  

      Length:    -2                        Length:    -8                     

                                                                             

      Name:       HTBNAME                  Name:       HTBNAME               

      Type:      -DECIMAL                  Type:      -CHAR                  

      Length:    -8                        Length:    -18                    
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      Precision:  10                                                         

      Scale:      2                                                          

The following fields appear in the first two parts of the Report Detail section:

Old
Displays the detail information for the old DBRM version:
DBRM

Indicates the DBRM for which the comparison was done.
Statement

Indicates which statement was compared.
New

Displays the detail information for the new DBRM version:
DBRM

Indicates the DBRM for which the comparison was done.
Statement

Indicates which statement was compared.
SQL Statement

Displays the text of the SQL statement that was done.

The following fields appear in the Host Variable Summary section:

Name
Displays the host variable names. The old name appears on the left and the new name appears on the right.
When the host variable names are too long to display side by side, they both appear on the left, with the old name
preceding the new name.

Type
Displays the host variable type (for example, SMALLINT, DECIMAL, and CHAR). When the old and new values
are different, they are preceded by a dash (-).

Length
Displays the length of the host variable. When the old and new values are different, they are preceded by a dash
(-).

Position
Displays the positions of the host variables within the old and new SQL statements. This field appears only when
a change is detected.

Precision and Scale
Displays the precision and scale for DECIMAL host variables. When the old and new values are different, they are
preceded by a dash (-).

Compare Explain Versions Summary

The last section of the Compare Explain Versions report is the Compare Explain Versions Summary. This section displays
a summary of the information that was presented in the report detail section. This section gives you a quick glance at the
results after the compare is completed.

The following example shows the Compare Explain Versions Summary section of the Compare Explain Versions report for
option C (differences in Access Path, host variable, and SQL statements):

                Compare Explain Versions Summary                  

DBRM:     PPA#TVAS                                                 

DBRMLIB:  PPA.WRK0105.CDBADBRM 
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# Statements:  15                       # Statements:  15         

# Deleted:     0                        # Inserted:    0    

        

   15  Paired statements   

        

   14  Statements had no SQL text change                          

    0  Access Paths changed with no SQL text change       

        

    1  Statements had SQL text change                             

    0  Access Paths changed with SQL text changes      

        

    1  Statements included in the report                          

   14  Statements suppressed from the report due to report options

The following fields appear in the Compare Explain Versions Summary section:

DBRM
Identifies the DBRM for which versions are being compared.

DBRMLIB
Identifies the library in which the DBRM resides.

# Statements
Displays the number of statements in the old version.

# Deleted
Displays the number of statements that were deleted from the old version.

# Statements
Displays the number of statements in the new version.

# Deleted
Displays the number of statements that were inserted into the new version.

Paired Statements
Displays the number of statements that were paired in the Compare Explain Versions report.

Statement had no SQL text change
Displays the number of paired SQL statements that had no changes to the SQL text.

Access paths changed with no SQL text change
Displays the number of paired SQL statements that had different access paths but the same SQL text.

Statements had SQL text changes
Displays the number  of paired SQL statements that had changes to the SQL text.

Access paths changed with SQL text changes
Displays the number of paired SQL statements that had changes to both the access path and the SQL text.

Statements included in the report
Displays the number of paired and unpaired SQL statements that are included in the report.

Statements suppressed from the report due to report options
Displays the number of paired and unpaired SQL statements that were not included in the report because of the
combination of selected report options.

DBRM Data Set Dependency List Report
When the specified DBRM is not in the current DBRMLIB that is being processed by the precompiler, Bind Analyzer can
produce a report of other DBRMLIBs in which the DBRM is contained. The DBRM Data Set Dependency List provides an
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easy way to identify actual references where DBRM and DBRMLIB dependencies exist. You request a DBRM Data set
Dependency List report by using the keyword DEPENDENCY and the option Y.

See the following sample of the DBRM Data set Dependency List report. The Acquire, Release, and Qualifier fields do not
appear in this view of the report:

PBA              --------- DBRM Dataset Dependency List --------------------------

                                                                                

This report is generated when dependencies are not found in the expected DBRMLIB

and the PARM 'DEPENDENCY' is specified.  This report will show each of the      

Package/Plans the DBRM is in and the data sets that contain the Package/Plan    

DBRM DATA SET --> PDBTK.TESTLIB.CDBADBRM                            PPA#PACK    

                                                                                

Plan     Collid      Creator   Owner   BINDDATE   BINDTIME  Validate  Isolation 

         Contoken    Version                                                    

-------- ----------- -------   ------- ---------  --------  --------  --------- 

ASMPGMB1  PACK_TEST  USER01    USER02  MM-DD-YY    15:11      BIND        CS    

          157BD02C110DC1B0                                                      

          ----> PDBTK.TESTLIB..CDBADBRM(ASMPGMB1)                                

          ----> PDBTK.TESTLIB..CDBADBRM(ASMPGMA1)                                

                                                                                

ASMPGMB5              USER03   PDBTK   MM-DD-YY   14:41       RUN        CS     

          ----> PDBTK.TESTLIB.CDBADBRM1(ASMPGMA1)                                

The DBRM Data Set Dependency List report includes the following fields:

Name or Plan
Identifies the plan being analyzed.

Collid
Identifies the package being analyzed. This field is blank when a plan is analyzed.

Creator
Identifies the creator of the application plan or package.

Owner
Identifies the binder of the application plan or package.

BINDDATE
Identifies the last date the plan or package was bound.

BINDTIME
Identifies the last time the plan or package was bound.

Validate
Indicates when full checking occurs:
RUN

Defers full checking until the plan is used.
BIND

Validates during the bind processing.
Isolation

Indicates the isolation level of the plan:
RR (Repeatable Read)

Indicates that all accessed pages are locked by the plan.
CS (Cursor Stability)

Indicates that only the current page is locked by the plan.
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Acquire
Indicates whether resources are acquired at ALLOCATION time or at FIRST USE.

Release
Indicates whether resources are released at COMMIT or DEALLOCATION time.

Qualifier
Identifies the Implicit qualifier for unqualified table names, views, indexes, and aliases that are contained in the
plan.

Contoken
Identifies the consistency token of the plan.

Version
Identifies the plan version.

DBRM Dependency Analysis Report
The DBRM Dependency Analysis report identifies all plans and packages that are affected by changed DBRMs. When
DBRMs change, the plans and packages must be rebound because they are no longer synchronized with the load
module.

A DBRM Dependency Analysis report is generated when you use the PBA(B) parameter or when you run the DBRM
Compare Facility:

• When you specify B as a parameter in the PBA keyword, bind statements are created automatically. The B parameter
also generates SRCxxx statements for each object that is shown on the DBRM Dependency Analysis report. You can
use these statements later to execute an Enhanced Explain for all objects that are affected by the DBRM change. If
you are interested only in package analysis, add the K parameter to limit the report to packages only.

• The DBRM Compare Facility automatically generates the report when you specify BIND and COPY DDs to generate
bind or copy statements.

The DBRM Dependency Analysis report is based on the combination of the DBRM and the DBRMLIB. This combination
is used because a DBRM can be in plans and packages that are used in both test and production environments. The
DBRMLIB qualifies the report to affect only those plans and packages that are bound using that particular DBRMLIB.

The following illustration shows a sample DBRM Dependency Analysis report:

PBA                ----------- DBRM Dependency Analysis --------------------

                                                                        

Name                                          BINDDATE   BINDTIME Validate Isol Acquire    Release  

  Collection

   Version                                                               

   Creator / Owner / Qualifier                                          

--------------------------------------------- ---------- -------- -------- ---- ---------- ----------  

PGCOBCP3-(MODEL)                              YYYY/MM/DD 18:06:45   RUN     CS

PBA$RBCM

 PBA91                                                                

  CAD15_YYYY-MM-DD-09.17.21                                                                 

   USER004                                                              

   USER004                                                                

   USER004                                                                

The DBRM Dependency Analysis report includes the following fields:

Name or Plan
Indicates the plan being analyzed.
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Collection
Indicates the package being analyzed. This field is blank when a plan is analyzed.

Creator
Indicates the creator of the application plan or package.

Owner
Indicates the binder of the application plan or package.

Qualifier
Shows the implicit qualifier for unqualified table names, views, indexes, and aliases that are contained in the plan.

BINDDATE
Indicates the last date the plan or package was bound.

BINDTIME
Indicates the last time the plan or package was bound.

Validate
Indicates when full checking occurs:
RUN

Defers full checking until the plan is used.
bind

Validates during the bind processing.
Isol

Indicates the isolation level of the plan:
RR (Repeatable Read)

Indicates that all accessed pages are locked by the plan.
CS (Cursor Stability)

Indicates that only the current page is locked by the plan.
Acquire

Indicates when resources are acquired:
ALLOCATION

Indicates that resources are acquired at allocation time.
FIRST

USE
Indicates that resources are acquired at first use.

Release
Indicates when resources are released:
COMMIT

Indicates that resources are released at commit time.
DEALLOCATION

Indicates that resources are released at deallocation time.

DBRM Rebuild Report
The DBRM Rebuild report lists all catalog entries that match the parameters. This report is generated automatically
whenever you execute DBRM Rebuild.

The report detail lists the catalog entries and the following information:
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• The plan name, collection ID, or both that the DBRM was bound into
• The creator of the DBRM
• The bind date and time of the DBRM
• The consistency token of the DBRM
• The package version of the DBRM

If no catalog entries match the parameters that you specified, a message indicates that no entries were found.

See the following sample DBRM Rebuild report. The Package Version field is not shown in this example:

                              PBA DBRM Rebuild Report                 Page: 1  

DBRMLIB DSN=USER01.DBRM.SYSOUT.XXXXX                    MM/DD/YY     11:52.08  

                                                                               

DBRM or Package            Creator  BIND Date-Time             Contoken        

 Collection                                                                    

  Version                                                                      

-------------------------- -------- -------------------------- --------------  

SQA$PREP                   USERXX   YYYY-MM-DD-15.24.51.704433 17E72F3802116F  

*BIGFISH_ANALYZER                                                              

  CA_VXX_YYYY-MM-DD-16.20.04                                                   

                                                                               

PBA175I SQA$PREP has been written to the PTIDBRM dataset as the rebuilt DBRM.  

PBA141I DBRM has been Added.                                                   

PBA123I CA-BIND Analyzer processing completed successfully.                    

                                                                               

+++++++++                                                                      

The DBRMLIB that was used for the rebuild appears at the top of each report.

The DBRM Rebuild report provides the following information:

Plan
Identifies the plan name the DBRM was bound into.

Collid
Identifies the collection ID the DBRM was bound into.

Creator
Identifies the creator of the DBRM (for plans).

Bind date-time
Identifies the bind date and time for the package or plan.

Con. Token
Identifies the consistency token of the package or plan.

Package version
Identifies the package version of the DBRM.

DBRMLIB Compare Report
The DBRMLIB Compare report lists all the DBRMs in the old and new DBRMLIBs that match the member mask. This
report is generated automatically whenever you execute the DBRM Compare Facility.

The report detail lists the member names in both libraries and contains the information that is described in the following
list.
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• Status of the old and new DBRM. Different report values indicate whether the DBRMs are new, empty, changed, or
invalid.

• Whether any SQL changes were detected.
• The SQL Compare report page for the DBRM (if you specified to produce the SQL Compare report).

You can specify parameters to suppress certain detail lines. For example, if the old and the new DBRMs are the same,
you can suppress the detail line for that DBRM member. The options for the REPORT parameter are discussed in DBRM
Compare Facility Parameters.

DBRMLIB Compare Report Example

The following illustration shows the DBRMLIB Compare report. This report was produced using the parameter
REPORT(D), so all DBRMs in the libraries are displayed.

                        PBA DBRMLIB Compare Report                 Page:     1

OLDDBRM DSN=PPA.RELxxxx.CDBADBRM                                    MM/DD/YY  

NEWDBRM DSN=PPA.MNTxxxx.CDBADBRM                                    12:57.29  

                                                                              

Member   Old    New    SQL changes      Detail Report                         

______   ___    ___    ___________      _____________                         

PBA$BNDC  N      N                                                            

PBA$BNDD  N      N                                                            

PBA$BNDM  N      N                                                            

PBA$CBAB  *      *         *                   15                             

PBA$CMPR  N      N                                                            

PBA$CPCS  N      N                                                            

PBA$CPRP  N      N                                                            

PBA$HPCA  N      N                                                            

PBA$HPCC  N      N                                                            

PBA$HPCD  N      N                                                            

PBA$HPCF  N      N                                                            

PBA$HPCI  N      N                                                            

PBA$HPCJ  N      N                                                            

PBA$HPCL  N      N                                                            

PBA$HPCM  N      N                                                            

The following information appears on PBA DBRMLIB Compare report.

OLDDBRM
The name of the old DBRMLIB used for comparison.

NEWDBRM
The name of the new DBRMLIB used for comparison.

Old
The value in this field indicates the status of the old DBRM. Possible values for this field are described in the
following list.
N

The DBRM member is empty.
V

The Db2 version for this DBRM does not match the new DBRM member Db2 version.
(blank)

No previous DBRM member exists.
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*
The DBRM member is not empty and probably is a valid DBRM.

?
The DBRM version for this DBRM is not valid. The member is probably not a valid DBRM.

New
The value in this field indicates the status of the new DBRM. Possible values for this field are provided in the
following list.
N

The DBRM member is empty.
V

The Db2 version for this DBRM does not match the old DBRM member Db2 version.
(blank)

No new DBRM member exists.
*

The DBRM member is not empty and probably is a valid DBRM.
?

The DBRM version for this DBRM is not valid. The member is probably not a valid DBRM.
SQL changes

The value in this field indicates whether there have been any changes to the SQL between old and new DBRMs.
Possible values for this field are provided in the following list.
(blank)

The SQL has not changed.
*

The SQL has changed.
Detail Report

The page number of the SQL Compare Report showing the detail of the SQL changes. A page number appears in
this field only when both of the conditions in the following list are true.

• You specified the CEV(Y) parameter to generate the SQL Compare report.
• SQL changes are made to the DBRM. An asterisk (*) displays in the SQL Changes field.

Summary Page

The last page of the DBRMLIB Compare report is a summary showing statistics for the DBRMLIB compare. The following
example shows the information that is contained in the summary page.

                       PBA DBRMLIB Compare Report             Page:     14  

OLDDBRM DSN=PPA.RELxxxx.CDBADBRM                                  MM/DD/YY  

NEWDBRM DSN=PPA.MNTxxxx.CDBADBRM                                  12:57.29  

        Summary page                                                        

       575  Total Members                                                   

         0  Deleted members                                                 

         1  Inserted members                                                

         7  DBRMs that match                                                

       111  DBRMs that do NOT match                                         

       456  Members without DBRMs                                           

         0  DBRMs of an unknown release                                     

         0  DBRMs of different releases                                     
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The summary report shows statistics on the DBRM members. The following list describes how statistics totals are
accumulated for members in both libraries.

Total Members
The total number of DBRMs compared.

Deleted members
The number of members in the old DBRMLIB that are not in the new DBRMLIB.

Inserted members
The number of members in the new DBRMLIB that were not in the old DBRMLIB.

DBRMs that match
The number of DBRMs that were the same from old to new DBRMLIB

DBRMs that do NOT match
The number of DBRMS that have SQL changes from old to new DBRMLIB.

Members without DBRMs
The number of DBRMs that are empty.

DBRMs of an unknown release
The number of DBRMs that were precompiled under unknown versions of Db2. The member may not be a
DBRM.

DBRMs of different releases
The number of DBRMs that were precompiled under different versions of Db2.

PLAN_TABLE Delete Report
The PLAN_TABLE Delete report shows the PLAN_TABLE cleanup results, including how many rows were deleted and
the SQL code that was returned. This report is generated when you include the DELETE parameter in the bind EXEC
statement. (DELETE invokes the PLAN_TABLE cleanup utility.)

The following example shows a PLAN_TABLE Delete report:

PBA               ---------- PLAN_TABLE Delete Report ------------------------------ 

                                                                                  

Package or DBRM                  SSID Code # Deleted                              

Owner  -  Authorization ID                                                          

 Collection                                                                       

  Version                                                                         

-------------------------------- ---- ---- ----------                             

DSN8BD3                          DXXX   +0          7                             

USERxx                                                                            

 CA_BIND_ANALYZER                                                                 

  SQL_STMTNO_32K_GT                                                               

DSN8BD3                          DXXX   +0          7                             

USERxx                                                                            

 PLAN_TABLE_DELETE_COLLECTION_WITH_WRAPPING_ACROSS_MULTIPLE_LINES_BIND_ANALYZER   

  SQL_STMTNO_32K_GT                                                               

The PLAN_TABLE Delete report includes the following fields:

SSID
Identifies the Db2 subsystem of the plan, collection, or package from which the PLAN_TABLE rows were deleted.

Code
Displays the SQL code that was returned when the DELETE was issued.
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# Deleted
Displays the number of rows that were deleted.

Owner
Identifies the owner of the PLAN_TABLE.

Plan
Identifies the plan from which the rows were deleted.

Collid
Identifies the collection from which the rows were deleted.

Package
Identifies the package from which the rows were deleted.

Version
Displays the version of the plan, collection, or package from which the rows were deleted.

Short Access Report
The Short Access report provides a condensed version of the Query Blocks and Plan Steps sections from the Long
Access report. Like the Long Access report, this short format tells you how Db2 is going to retrieve the data from the
tables that are being accessed.

This report is available from the Enhanced Explain reporting feature of Plan Analyzer. (A Plan Analyzer license is
required.)

SQL Compare Report
The SQL Compare report shows the differences in host variable and SQL statements between DBRMs. This feature does
not require additional access to the catalog. You can generate this report at the same time you generate either DBRM
Compare report.

The report detail section of the SQL Compare report displays the SQL and host variable comparison information.
Differences are indicated by a dash (-) in front of the fields.

The following example shows a sample detail section that was generated from a DBRMLIB comparison:

  ----------------------       SQL Compare Report    ------------- Page    27

               DBRMLIB Compare Report                   Time 13:07           

   Old:  DBRM:          SQA$ADM            New:  DBRM:          SQA$ADM      

         Statement:     892                      Statement:     924          

 Old SQL Statement:                                                          

  INSERT INTO PTI . PTSE_AD_PREFX_0105                                       

    ( TBCREATOR , TBNAME , TBTYPE , PREFIX , CORR_NAME , UPDATE_USER ,       

      UPDATE_DATE , UPDATE_TIME )                                            

    VALUES ( :W2_TBCREATOR , :W2_TBNAME , :W2_TBTYPE , :W2_PREFIX ,          

      :W2_CORR_NAME , :W2_UPDATE_USER , CURRENT DATE , CURRENT TIME )        

 New SQL Statement:                                                          

  INSERT INTO PTI . PTSE_AD_PREFX_0105                                       

    ( TBCREATOR , TBNAME , TBTYPE , PREFIX , CORR_NAME , UPDATE_USER ,       

      UPDATE_DATE , UPDATE_TIME )                                            

    VALUES ( :W2_TBCREATOR , :W2_TBNAME , :W2_TBTYPE , :SQADPRFX , :SQADCRNM,

      :W2_UPDATE_USER , CURRENT DATE , CURRENT TIME )                        

 Host Variable Summary:                                                      

      Name:       W2_PREFIX                                                  

      Type:       CHAR                                                       
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      Length:     28                                                         

                                           Name:       SQADPRFX              

                                           Type:       CHAR                  

                                           Length:     28                    

      Name:       W2_CORR_NAME                                               

      Type:       CHAR                                                       

      Length:     18                                                         

                                           Name:       SQADCRNM              

                                           Type:       CHAR                  

                                           Length:     18                    

The first two parts of the report detail section include the following fields:

Old
Displays the detail information for the old DBRM version.
DBRM

Identifies the DBRM for which the comparison was done.
Statement

Identifies the statement that was compared.
Old SQL Statement

Displays the SQL statement text for the old DBRM version.
New

Displays the detail information for the new DBRM version.
DBRM

Identifies the DBRM for which the comparison was done.
Statement

Identifies the statement that was compared.
New SQL Statement

Displays the SQL statement text for the new DBRM version.

The Host Variable Summary section includes the following fields:

Name
Displays the host variable name. The old name appears on the left and the new name appears on the right. When
the host variable names are too long to display side by side, they both appear left justified, with the old name
preceding the new name.

Type
Displays the host variable type (for example, SMALLINT, DECIMAL, and CHAR).

Length
Displays the length of the host variable.

Position
Displays the positions of the host variables within the old and new SQL statements. The positions are shown only
when there is a change.

Precision Scale
Displays the precision and scale for DECIMAL host variables.
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Parameter Summary
You can specify parameters in three different places. The following list shows the processing order of these parameters:

• The PBA parmlib member in hlq.CDBAPARM
• The PBAPARM DD
• The PARM= statement in the JCL

Each successive level supersedes the previous level. For example, the PARM statement can nullify or change any
parameter that is specified in the PBAPARM DD or in the PBA parmlib member.

Binder Parameters
The following binder parameters are available:

CHECKRC
Reviews the return code and determines whether DBRM resynchronization is required. Specify CHECKRC()
with a null or with empty brackets to reset the CHECKRC keyword to null. If CHECKRC is specified in the PBA
member of CDBAPARM or in the PBAPARM DD, reset CHECKRC to null before passing the DELETE or UTILITY
keywords.
program

Indicates the JOB STEP program that executed before the bind step. The return code of the JOB step
determines whether resynchronization occurs.

rc
(Optional) Indicates the maximum return code value that does not result in a resynchronization. If a value
is not specified, a default value of 0 is assumed.

Mode: Batch
DELETE

(Optional) Invokes the PLAN_TABLE cleanup process. Rows from previous binds are deleted for the objects that
are currently being bound.
Mode: Batch and TSO

NODELETE
Disables PLAN_TABLE cleanup in TSO mode.
Mode: Batch and TSO

UTILITY
Invokes utility processing in TSO mode.
Mode: Batch and TSO

NOUTILITY
Disables utility processing in TSO mode.
Mode: Batch and TSO

RESYNCH
Invokes DBRM resynchronization for TSO mode.
Mode: Batch and TSO

NORESYNCH
Disables DBRM resynchronization for TSO mode.
Mode: Batch and TSO
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RETRY( )
Specifies how often to retry the DSN command when plans or packages are not available at the time the
command is issued. RETRY is used in batch and TSO modes. The following values are valid:
count

Specifies the number of times to retry the command.
seconds

Specifies the number of seconds to wait between retries.
Syntax: RETRY(count,seconds)
Default:

• If you specify invalid count or seconds values, the default value is RETRY(3,60).
• If you omit the count and seconds values, or if you omit the RETRY keyword entirely, the default value is

RETRY(0,0).

Mode: Batch and TSO
PC( )

Invokes the precompiler dynamically. The following values are valid:
program

Specifies the alternative precompiler program name.
max-rc

Indicates the maximum return code value that is accepted from the precompiler step.
Default: 4

Mode: Batch and TSO

Catalog Compare Facility Parameters
This section summarizes the parameters that are used to specify Catalog Compare Facility options.

COLLID
Specifies the collection name of the DBRM/package member to compare. The default value is * (all members).
You can use selection criteria.

CREATOR
Specifies the creator:

• For PLANS only. The CREATOR of the DBRM to be rebuilt. The default value is * (all creators). You can use
selection criteria.

• For packages only. The CREATOR will be displayed in the REBUILD report, but the CREATOR() option has no
effect in filtering the result set.

DBRMNAME
Specifies the DBRM name of the DBRMLIB member to compare. The default value is * (all members). You can
use selection criteria.

PACKRPT
Specifies whether to use package information in the comparison:
Y

Uses package information. PLANRPT must be N.This setting is the default.
K

Signals package-oriented processing while effectively ignoring the PDSNAME filter during the catalog
search for matching packages.

N
Does not use package information.
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PACKVERSTR
Specifies the package version string of the DBRMLIB member to compare. The default value is * (all versions).
You can use selection criteria.

PLANNAME
Specifies the plan name that the DBRMLIB member is bound into. The default value is * (all plans). You can use
selection criteria.

PLANRPT
Specifies whether to use plan information in the comparison. If you specify Y, PACKRPT must be N.
Default: N

PACKVER
Specifies which package versions to compare:
L

Compares the latest package version. This setting is the default.
A

Compares all package versions.
COMPTIMESTAMP

Specifies whether to compare the timestamps on the DBRMs during the compare process.
Default: Y

REPORT
Specifies which detail lines to suppress from the Catalog Compare report:
D

Includes all detail lines.
N

Suppresses the detail line for each member in which the old and new DBRM members are empty. This
setting is the default.

E
Suppresses the detail line for each member in which the old and new DBRM members are identical.

NE
Suppresses the detail line for each member in which the old and new DBRM members are empty or
identical.

CEV
Specifies whether to generate the SQL Compare report when SQL changes have been detected.
Default: N

COND
Specifies the DBRM Compare condition code processing options:
COND(COMPARE)

Sets the condition code to reflect the outcome of the DBRM comparison:

• DBRMs match/no changes - CC=0
• SQL/precompiler changes - CC=4
• Errors encountered - CC=8 or higher

COND(NOCOMPARE)
Sets the condition code to reflect the outcome of the DBRM compare report. This setting is the default.

• Processing successful - CC=0
• Warnings encountered - CC=4
• Errors encountered - CC=8 or higher
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COMPARE
Specifies how to process DBRMs when comparing Db2 V8 (or later) new function mode DBRMs (UTF8-encoded)
with prior Db2 release-level DBRMS (EBCDIC-encoded):
COMPARE(UNICODE{,SQLONLY})

Converts DBRMs with different character sets (UTF8 as opposed to EBCDIC) to similar encodings before
performing the COMPARE processing.

UNICODE
Converts the UTF8-encoded DBRM contents to the appropriate EBCDIC CCSID encoding before
performing the COMPARE processing. If the DBRM encodings are the same, the COMPARE is performed
for identically encoded DBRMs so that actual SQL text changes and non-UNICODE-specific DBRM
header changes can be detected. This parameter lets you ignore DBRM header fields that are relevant to
UNICODE DBRMs.

COMPARE(ASIS{,SQLONLY})
Uses the DBRM contents that are generated by the IBM precompiler, without altering any data, during the
COMPARE processing. This setting is the default.
For SQLONLY, specify the optional two-part value for this parameter with a comma delimiter to direct
DBRM comparison to compare only the SQL statements and not the precompiler options (or any DBRM
header data).
Example: COMPARE(UNICODE,SQLONLY)

COMPOPTS
Specifies the Compare Explain Versions report options. The default options are
COMPOPTS(EBYBEEDCN,DBRMLIB/SQL Compare Report). For more information about COMPOPTS, see the
Plan Analyzer documentation.

REPLACE
Specifies whether to bind with ACTION(ADD), ACTION(REPLACE) or [ACTION(REPLACE)
REPLVER(old_version)] for bind statement generation:
Y

Includes REPLVER(old_version) with the ACTION(REPLACE) parameter in the bind statements when a
versioned package exists in the catalog for this DBRM.

N
Uses the ACTION(REPLACE) bind parameter by itself. This setting is the default.

A
Uses the ACTION(ADD) bind parameter by itself.

W
Includes Y value processing and also writes the DBRM to PTIWRK01 DD for inspection.

BIND
Specifies the conditions for generating BIND statements:
COND

Generates BIND statements only for DBRMs that exhibit SQL changes. This setting is the default.
NEW

Includes COND processing and also generates BIND statements for DBRMs that do not have a
corresponding DBRM in the Db2 catalog. These DBRMs are considered new. This condition applies only
to packages.

FORCE
Includes NEW processing and also generates BIND statements for all valid DBRM members in the
DBRMLIB that is specified in the PTIDBRMN DD. This condition applies only to packages.
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RETRY( )
Specifies how often to retry the DSN command when plans or packages are not available at the time the
command is issued. RETRY is used in batch and TSO modes. The following values are valid:
count

Specifies the number of times to retry the command.
seconds

Specifies the number of seconds to wait between retries.
Syntax: RETRY(count,seconds)
Default:

• If you specify invalid count or seconds values, the default value is RETRY(3,60).
• If you omit the count and seconds values, or if you omit the RETRY keyword entirely, the default value is

RETRY(0,0).

SSID
Specifies the SSID for the BIND statements.

DBRM Compare Facility Parameters
The following DBRMLIB Compare Facility parameters are available:

• MEMBER
Specifies the DBRMLIB member to compare. You can use selection criteria.
Default: * (all members)

• COMPTIMESTMP
Specifies whether to compare the timestamps on the DBRMs.
Default: Y

• REPORT
Specifies which detail lines to suppress from the DBRMLIB Compare report:
– D

Prints all detail lines.
– N

Suppresses the detail line for each member in which the old and new DBRM members are empty. This setting is the
default.

– E
Suppresses the detail line for each member in which the old and new DBRM members are identical.

– NE
Suppresses the detail line for each member in which the old and new DBRM members are empty or identical.

• CEV
Specifies whether to generate the SQL Compare report when SQL changes have been detected.
Default: N

• COND
Specifies the DBRM Compare condition code processing options:
– COND(COMPARE)

Sets the condition code to reflect the outcome of the DBRM comparison:
• DBRMs match/no changes – CC=0
• SQL/precompiler changes – CC=4
• Errors encountered – CC=8 or higher

– COND(NOCOMPARE)
Sets the condition code to reflect the outcome of the DBRM compare report. This setting is the default.
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• Processing successful – CC=0
• Warnings encountered – CC=4
• Errors encountered – CC=8 or higher

• COMPARE
Compares Db2 V8 (or later) new function mode DBRMs (UTF8-encoded) with prior Db2 release-level DBRMS
(EBCDIC-encoded). The following options are available:
– COMPARE(UNICODE{,SQLONLY})

Indicates that DBRMs with different character sets (UTF8 and EBCDIC) must be converted to similar encodings
before SQL changes can be identified.

– UNICODE
Converts the UTF8-encoded DBRM contents to the appropriate EBCDIC CCSID encoding, if they are different,
before performing the COMPARE processing. If the encoding for each DBRM is the same, this option performs
a COMPARE for identically encoded DBRMs so that actual SQL text changes and non-UNICODE-specific
DBRM header changes can be detected. This parameter lets you ignore DBRM header fields that are relevant to
UNICODE DBRMs.

– COMPARE(ASIS{,SQLONLY})
Uses the DBRM contents that were generated by the IBM precompiler, without altering any data during the
COMPARE processing. This setting is the default.
For SQLONLY, you can specify an optional two-part value for this parameter with a comma delimiter to direct DBRM
comparison to compare only the SQL statements and not the precompiler options (or any DBRM header data).
Example: COMPARE(UNICODE,SQLONLY)

• COMPOPTS
Specifies Compare Explain Versions report options. For more information about the COMPOPTS parameter, see the
Plan Analyzer documentation.
Default: COMPOPTS(EBYBEEDCN,DBRMLIB/SQL Compare Report)

• DEPENDENCY
Specifies whether to produce a dependency report of other DBRMLIBs that a DBRM is in when dependencies are not
found (for the current DBRM and DBRMLIB being processed).
Default: N

• PACKAGE
Specifies whether to generate bind statements for package DBRMs only, or also for plan DBRMs. When you bind an
SSID, you can specify the bind statements to generate for package DBRMs. If you use packages at your site, this
option speeds the bind statement generation process.
– N

Prepares bind statements for package DBRMs and plan DBRMs. This setting is the default.
– Y

Prepares bind statements for package DBRMs only.
• REPLACE

Specifies whether to bind with ACTION(REPLACE) or with [ACTION(REPLACE) REPLVER(old_version)] for bind
statement generation.
– Y

Includes REPLVER(old_version) with the ACTION(REPLACE) parameter in the bind statements when a versioned
package exists in the catalog for this DBRM.

– N
Uses the ACTION(REPLACE) or ACTION(ADD) parameter by itself. This setting is the default.

• BIND
Specifies the conditions for generating BIND statements.
– COND

Generates BIND statements only for DBRMs that have SQL changes. This setting is the default.
– NEW
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Generates the same BIND statements as for COND, plus statements for DBRMs that do not have a corresponding
DBRM in the old DBRMLIB. These DBRMs are considered new. This option applies only to packages.

– FORCE
Generates the same BIND statements as for NEW, plus statements for all DBRM members in the new DBRMLIB
that are valid. This option applies only to packages.

• RETRY( )
Specifies how often to retry the DSN command when plans or packages are not available at the time the command is
issued. RETRY is used in batch and TSO modes. The following values are valid:
– count

Specifies the number of times to retry the command.
– seconds

Specifies the number of seconds to wait between retries.
Syntax: RETRY(count,seconds)
Default:
– If you specify invalid count or seconds values, the default value is RETRY(3,60).
– If you omit the count and seconds values, or if you omit the RETRY keyword entirely, the default value is

RETRY(0,0).
• SSID

Specifies the SSID for the BIND statements.

DBRM Rebuild Parameters
The following parameters are used to specify DBRM Rebuild options:

DBRMNAME/MEMBER
Specifies the DBRMLIB member to rebuild. Wildcard criteria is allowed. This parameter requires you to specify
LATEST(Y).

COLLID
Specifies the collection ID the DBRM was bound into. You can use selection criteria.
Default: * (all packages)

COMPTIMESTMP
Specifies whether to compare the timestamps on the DBRMs:
Y

Compares timestamps. This setting is the default.
N

Ignores timestamps.
CREATOR

Specifies the creator:

• PLANS only: The CREATOR of the DBRM to rebuild. The default is * (all creators). You can use selection
criteria.

• Packages only: The CREATOR appears in the REBUILD report, but the CREATOR() option has no effect in
filtering the result set.

PACKRPT
Specifies whether to use package information to locate the DBRM:
Y

Uses package information. PLANRPT must be N.This setting is the default.
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K
Signals package-oriented processing while effectively ignoring the PDSNAME filter during the catalog
search for matching packages.

N
Does not use package information.

PACKVERSTR
Specifies the package version string of the DBRM. You can use selection criteria.
Default: * (all versions)

PLANNAME
Specifies the plan name the DBRM was bound into. You can use selection criteria.
Default: * (all plans)

PLANRPT
Specifies whether to use plan information to locate the DBRM:
Y

Uses plan information to locate the DBRM. PACKRPT must be N.
N

Does not use plan information to locate the DBRM. This setting is the default.
PACKVER

Specifies the package versions to include:
L

Uses the latest package version. This setting is the default.
A

Uses all package versions.
REPLACE

Specifies whether to replace the DBRM in the DBRMLIB with the one that has been rebuilt:
Y

Replaces the DBRM.
N

Does not replace the DBRM. This setting is the default.
LATEST

Specifies whether to rebuild the specified DBRM based on the SORT parameter:
Y

Rebuilds the DBRM image. When multiple DBRMs are found in the catalog, this option identifies the
specific package or PLAN.

N
Compares multiple catalog entries are compared to determine whether the versions are equal. This
setting is the default.

SORT
Specifies the sort order and sequence of the relevant catalog column. To customize the SORT order of retrieved
DBRMs from the catalog, specify LATEST(Y). Otherwise, the SORT parameter does not affect the retrieved
catalog information.
The optional first parameter can have the following values:
B

Sorts the column by the BIND/REBIND timestamp.
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P
Sorts the column by the precompile timestamp.

T
Sorts the column by the package creation timestamp. This option applies only to packages.

The optional second parameter can have the following values:
ASC

Sorts the column in ascending ORDER. This value retrieves plans or packages with the earliest or oldest
BIND-Time.

DESC
Sorts the column in descending ORDER. This value retrieves plans or packages with the latest or most
recent BIND-Time. This setting is the default.

Default: SORT(B,DESC)
SSID

Specifies the subsystem on which the DBRM resided.

DD Requirements
The following DDs are required to run Bind Analyzer products.

BPIIPT
Represents a concatenated DD that you create immediately following the precompiler process, using the
statements that the precompiler generates. Concatenate the BPIIPT DD as follows:

1. Bind statements (generated by parameters B and K).
2. Plan Analyzer enhanced explain user option statements. Use Plan Analyzer online to generate the enhanced

explain statements for the appropriate options. Generate all statements except for SRC, EXPLTYPE, and
ENDDATA.

3. SRCxxx statements (generated by parameters B, D, and K).

The following example shows the BPIIPT data set concatenation for a user requesting both bind and enhanced
explain processing:
//BPIIPT   DD   DISP=(OLD,DELETE),DSN=&&PTIBIND

//         DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=USER.PPA.OPTS

//         DD   DISP=(OLD,DELETE),DSN=&&PTISRC

Step: Binder and postcompiler/binder
BPIOPT

Specifies the processing options for the Batch Processor. Use the Batch Processor LIST SYSOUT(x) statement
option to tell the Batch Processor where to direct your output. If you omit this option, you cannot view your reports.
Step: Binder and postcompiler/binder

DSNHPC
Specifies the Db2 DSNLOAD data set containing the Db2 precompiler. If this data set is STEPLIB, or if the
CSECT option is linked into Bind Analyzer, this DD is optional.
Step: Precompiler

PBAPARM
(Optional) Supplies Bind Analyzer parameters.
Step: All

PBAPRINT
(Optional) Overrides the SYSPRINT DD to identify where to send Bind Analyzer messages and reports. IBM
output goes to SYSPRINT.
Step: Precompiler and postcompiler/binder
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PTIBIND
(Optional) Specifies where to write PTI Batch Processor-compatible bind statements.
Step: Precompiler and postcompiler/binder

PTIDBRM
Specifies the original location of the rebuilt DBRM.
Step: DBRM rebuild

PTIDBRMN
Specifies the location of the new DBRM.
Step: DBRM compare facility

PTIDBRMO
Performs one of the following actions:

• Identifies the DBRM resynchronization data and holds the copy of the old DBRM in case of compilation
problems (precompiler, binder, and postcompiler).

• Specifies where to restore the DBRM (DBRM rebuild).

Step: Precompiler, Binder, Postcompiler/Binder, and DBRM Rebuild
PTIDBRMT

(Optional) Specifies an alternate DBRM to compare with the new DBRM. This DD statement is not included in the
sample procedure PBAPROC.
Step: Precompiler and postcompiler/binder

PTIDLIB
Contains the same definition as the DBRMLIB DD in the precompiler step. DBRMLIB resynchronization takes
place on this DD. If you omit PTIDLIB, it is allocated dynamically.
Step: Binder

PTILIB
Specifies the PTI LOADLIB. If the CSECT option is linked into Bind Analyzer, this DD is optional.
Step: Precompiler, binder, and postcompiler/binder

PTIPARM
Specifies the PTI PARMLIB. If the CSECT option is linked into Bind Analyzer, this DD is optional.
Step: All

PTISRC
(Optional) Specifies the Plan Analyzer source statements (SRCxxx) for an enhanced explain.
Step: Precompiler, binder, and postcompiler/binder

SYSLIN
Specifies where the Db2 coprocessor writes the object module.
Step: Postcompiler/binder

SYSPRINT
Specifies where to send Bind Analyzer and IBM messages and reports.
Step: All

MODEL Keyword Model Binds
A MODEL statement, together with an OVERRIDE statement, lets you create BIND PACKAGE statements for new
DBRMs using an existing package as a template.

You can code the statements in high-level.CDBAPARM(PBA) or in the PBAPARM data set. You can code as many
statements as required to include all new DBRMs.

The MODEL statement lets you bind new DBRMs to Db2 based on an existing package.
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The keyword has one of the following formats:

MODEL(K,program_mask,package_name,collection_name,package_version)

        MODEL(RESET)

K
Specifies that package bind statements are required from the Binder. Plan bind statements cannot be generated.
program_mask

Specifies a name mask that includes the new programs to bind, given the naming convention at your site.
An asterisk (*) includes all programs.

package_name
Specifies the model package to use as a template when generating bind statements.

collection_name
Specifies the collection that contains the model package.

package_version
Specifies the version of the model package.

RESET
Deletes any MODEL statements that are defined up to that point. If you have MODEL statements in your
PBAPARM, you can use RESET to delete any MODEL statements that are specified in the PBA parmlib member.
You can also use RESET in your PARM statement to turn off modeling.

OVERRIDE Keyword
When you generate BIND statements, use the OVERRIDE option to indicate how to process existing Db2 packages.
When you are using the precompiler or postcompiler, OVERRIDE affects only BIND statements that are generated from
the model package.

This keyword has the following syntax:

OVERRIDE (COLLID (collection_id) +

        OWNER (owner) +

        QUALIFIER(qualifier_name) +

        ACTION (REPLACE|ADD|REPLVER))

collection_ID
Causes the catalog search to ignore the DBRMLIB value (from the PTIDBRMN DD), which implicitly filters the
matching catalog entries during report processing. The specified collection ID override also replaces the COLLID
parameter within the CATALOG Compare function, which is signified by a trailing asterisk:
COLLID(xxxx)*

owner
Specifies the owner that replaces the template value.

qualifier_name
Specifies the qualifier that replaces the template value.

ACTION(ADD|REPLACE|REPLVER)
Modifies the control statement format to handle the replacement of existing Db2 packages or package versions.

For BIND options that are not provided as an OVERRIDE option, code the USING parameter to specify the model
package to use as a template for generating BIND statements. USING and OVERRIDE have no impact on BIND
statements that are generated against Db2 plans. The following values are valid:

USING(CATALOG)
Generates BIND statements by retrieving information from the Db2 catalog. If relevant information is not available
from the catalog, this option retrieves the relevant information from the MODEL package.
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USING(MODEL)
Generates BIND statements by retrieving information from the specified MODEL package. This option ignores any
Db2 catalog information for the existing DBRM.

Precompiler and Postcompiler Parameters
You can specify the following parameters for the PBA keyword and for the precompile and postcompile options.

PBA Keyword Parameters

Use the following parameters with the PBA keyword to specify precompile and postcompile options:

A
Generates the Short Access report.

B
Generates the DBRM Dependency Analysis report, bind statements, and SRCCAT/SRCPACK statements on
plans and packages.

C
Generates a Compare Explain Versions report that compares the differences in access path information,
host variables, and SQL statements. PBA(C) is available only to licensed Plan Analyzer users. If you use this
parameter without a license, your request defaults to PBA(S).

D
Creates a single SRCDBRML statement. This statement generates a report that analyzes only the SQL at the
DBRM level. Use the D parameter with the B parameter.

F
Releases the DBRMLIB DD after the Db2 precompiler is invoked.

K
Generates the DBRM Dependency Analysis report, bind statements, and SRCPACK statements. Use this
parameter to generate reports and statements only on packages. The K parameter is used with the B parameter.

P
Invokes the precompile/postcompile only option. Specifying this parameter for the PBA precompiler invokes
the Db2 precompiler, bypassing all remaining processing. The return code is set to the value that the Db2
precompiler returns. Specifying this parameter for the PBA postcompiler executes only the core functionality of
the postcompile step (that is, signature updates for unchanged DBRMs). All other report processing and Batch
Processor utility processing is bypassed.
This feature is useful when migrating test programs to a production subsystem. If you know that a bind is required
after the migration, then Bind Analyzer does not need to perform its analysis. Complete the process by running
the necessary binds.

S
Generates a Compare Explain Versions report without access path information. This report compares the
differences in host variables and SQL statements. This option does not require access to the catalog.

X
Causes Bind Analyzer to act as if an SQL change was detected, regardless of whether a change actually
occurred. This parameter activates the DBRM Dependency report, the Compare report, bind statement
generation, and other advanced features that the processing options specify. This option also causes the bind
step to perform UTILITY processing. This parameter is intended solely for use in resynchronizing affected Db2
objects after a DBRM resynchronization error has occurred. This parameter is not intended to be used under
normal operating conditions.
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Precompile and Postcompile Options

Use the following parameters to select specific options for precompiler and postcompiler processing:

COMPOPTS
Specifies Compare Explain Versions report options. PBA(C) and PBA(S) activate Compare Explain Versions
reporting, and the COMPOPTS parameter provides more report formatting for these input parameters.
Default: COMPOPTS(EBYBEEDCN,DBRMLIB/SQL Compare Report)

COPROC
Specifies the precompiler/postcompiler preference for the Db2 coprocessor implementation for COBOL and C.
The following compilers are supported: IBM Enterprise COBOL for z/OS with the SQL option enabled, and z/OS
XL C with the METAL and SQL options enabled.
The following values are valid:
Y

Activates the Db2 coprocessor-compatible behavior for the PBLHPC precompiler and for the
postcompiler/Binder. To use this value, you must also include the PTIDBRMO DD.

WARNING
(Precompiler only) Activating this option deactivates all other reporting and functionality
in the PBA precompiler. The only functionality that remains is the creation of the DBRM
resynchronization data. No DBRM or modified source is created with this option.

N
Does not activate Db2 coprocessor-compatible behavior.

BIND
Specifies the conditions for generating BIND statements. COND, for a DBRM that is created in the DBRMLIB
in addition to NEW and FORCE, applies only to packages. Use this parameter when you specify PBA(B). The
following values are valid:
COND

Generates BIND statements only for a DBRM that exhibits SQL changes or is newly created in the
DBRMLIB. This value is the default.

NEW
Behaves the same as COND.

FORCE
Generates BIND statements for a DBRM regardless of whether SQL changes have occurred.

DEPENDENCY
Specifies whether to produce a DBRM Data Set Dependency List report.
Default: N

OPTIMIZE (0-3)
(Optional) Passes the z/OS XLC compiler OPTIMIZE option from the compile step to the postcompile step that
is currently executing. Verify that this value matches the value in the z/OS XLC compiler OPTIMIZE option. Use
OPTIMIZE only for C compiled object modules.
Default: OPTIMIZE(0)

QUAL( )
Specifies the SQL qualifier for unqualified objects. Use this parameter when you specify PBA(A) or PBA(C).

RETRY( )
Specifies how often to retry the DSN command when plans or packages are not available at the time the
command is issued. RETRY is used in batch and TSO modes. The following values are valid:
count

Specifies the number of times to retry the command.
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seconds
Specifies the number of seconds to wait between retries.

Syntax: RETRY(count,seconds)
Default:

• If you specify invalid count or seconds values, the default value is RETRY(3,60).
• If you omit the count and seconds values, or if you omit the RETRY keyword entirely, the default value is

RETRY(0,0).

SSID( )
Specifies the Db2 subsystem. Use this parameter when you specify PBA(A), PBA(B), or PBA(C).
When you generate BIND statements, use the OVERRIDE option to indicate how to process the existing Db2
packages or package versions.

Report Parameters and DD Requirements
The following table summarizes report options:

Report Options Binder and Precompiler DBRM Compare Facility DBRM Rebuild 
DBRM Dependency Analysis
report on plans and packages

PBA(B) Specify bind or copy DDs Not available

DBRM Dependency Analysis
report on packages only

PBA(B,K) Specify bind or copy DDs Not available

DBRM Data set Dependency
List report

DEPENDENCY(Y) Not available Not available

Compare Explain Versions with
SQL and Access Path

PBA(C) Not available Not available

Compare Explain Versions with
SQL only

PBA(S) Not available Not available

Short Access report PBA(A) Not available Not available
PLAN_TABLE Delete report DELETE Not available Not available
DBRMLIB Compare report Not available Automatically generated Not available
Catalog Compare report Not available Automatically generated Not available
SQL Compare report Not available CEV(Y) Not available
DBRM Rebuild report Not available Not available Automatically generated

Bind Analyzer can generate SRCxxx statements that let you generate Plan Analyzer Enhanced Explain reports. The
following list describes the Enhanced Explain options and the requirements for those reports:

Enhanced Explain Report Options
Binder and precompiler requirements.

Explain report on plans and packages
PBA(B) and PTISRC DD.

Explain report on just the SQL in the DBRM
PBA(B,D) and PTISRC DD.

Explain report on packages only
PBA(B,K) and PTISRC DD.
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RETRY Parameter for Resource Not Available Errors
If you receive RESOURCE NOT AVAILABLE errors, the RETRY parameter saves time and effort. IBM DSNT500I and
DSNT501I errors are generated when plans and packages are not available at the time you issue the DSN command.
Rather than starting over when those errors occur, use the RETRY(cnt,sec) parameter to retry the DSN command.
This syntax specifies the number of retry attempts (cnt) and the number of seconds between attempts (sec). For more
information about DSNT500I and DSNT501I errors, see the IBM Database 2 Messages and Codes documentation.

Statement Parameters and DD Requirements
The following table provides a summary of the statement generation options.

Parameter and Requirement Statements Produced Feature
PBA(B), PTISRC DD, and BPIIPT DD Batch Processor-compatible:

SRCCAT (Plan)
SRCPACK (Package)
EXPLTYPE()
ENDDATA

Plan Analyzer Enhanced Explain on plans
and packages

PBA(B,D), PTISRC DD, and BPIIPT DD Batch Processor-compatible:
SRCDBRML
EXPLTYPE()
ENDDATA

Plan Analyzer Enhanced Explain on only
the SQL in the plans and packages

PBA(B,K), PTISRC DD, and BPIIPT DD Batch Processor-compatible:
SRCPACK (Package)
EXPLTYPE()
ENDDATA

Plan Analyzer Enhanced Explain on
packages only

PTIDBRMO DD DBRM resynchronization statements. DBRM resynchronization
PBA(B), PTIBIND DD, and BPIIPT DD Batch Processor-compatible bind

statements on plans and packages.
This option applies to Db2 V8 and Db2 9.

Batch Processor binding

PBA(B,K), PTIBIND DD, and BPIIPT DD Batch Processor-compatible bind
statements on packages only.

Batch Processor binding

PTIBIND DD and PTICOPY DD Batch Processor-compatible bind
statements and IEBCOPY statements

DBRM Compare Facility

The BPIIPT DD is a concatenated DD that is used at the Binder step.
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Messages
Bind Analyzer generates messages that describe normal processing, warning situations, and error conditions that can
occur.

Typically, ISPF messages are documented within the product interface. For more information about these messages,
press the Help key (F1) while viewing the message.

To browse all Database Management Solutions for Db2 messages, or to see the return codes that can be issued by each
product, go to Database Management Solutions for Db2 Messages.
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Additional Resources
This article provides resources to assist you in maximizing your product experience, including information about
education, webcasts, product support resources, and product maintenance.

Product Support

The following resources are available from Broadcom Support:

• Database Management Solutions for Db2 overview (includes links to solution brief and other technical documents)
• Broadcom Support Online (product information, communities, download management, case management)
• Support and Services (getting started, services, and support)
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Lifecycle Page
• Mainframe Compatibilities (CICS TS, Db2, IBM z13, IBM zEnterprise, IMS, IPv6, Pervasive Encryption Compatibility,

PCI DSS Compliance matrix, z/OS, z/VM, and z/VSE)

Maintenance

Use the following resources to obtain information about maintaining the Database Management Solutions for Db2:

• Mainframe Installation and Maintenance Tools
• Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Maintenance Solutions List
• Mainframe Software Security Advisories
• Recommended Service for z/OS (CARS)
• Migrate SMP/E Environments into z/OSMF

NOTE
For migration assistance and access to z/OSMF trainings from Broadcom, see z/OSMF Migration.

• Mainframe Essentials Software Risk Assessment video
• Broadcom Support Network Details

Db2 Reference Tools

The following Db2 for z/OS reference tools are provided as a PDF download:

• Performance Handbook for Db2 for z/OS
• Backup and Recovery Handbook for Db2 for z/OS
• Reference Guide for Db2 12 for z/OS
• Catalog Poster for Db2 12 for z/OS

Education and Training

Use the following links to learn more about the Database Management Solutions for Db2:

• Accessing Broadcom Mainframe Training Quick Reference Guide (describes how to access mainframe training from
Learning@Broadcom)

• Integrate Mainframe Db2 into your DevOps Journey
– Complete the Db2 DevOps: Using the DBM for Db2 Plug-in for Zowe CLI to Provision, Migrate and Recover Objects

200 web-based course that is available in Learning@Broadcom.
• Mainframe Software Education
• Web-Based Product Training
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Includes the following resources:
– Mainframe Course Catalog
– Mainframe Learning Paths

Include the following learning plans, based on your job role:

• Database Administration Suite for Db2
Includes core functions training for RC/Migrator and RC/Compare, and selected RC/Query courses.

• Database Performance Suite for Db2
Includes foundations for Mainframe Team Center - Database Management for Db2, core foundations for Plan
Analyzer, and selected courses for Detector, Subsystem Analyzer, and SYSVIEW for Db2.

• Database Recovery Suite for Db2
Includes core functions training for Fast Recover, Log Analyzer, Merge/Modify, Quick Copy, and Recovery
Analyzer.

• Database Utility Suite for Db2
Includes core functions training for Database Analyzer, Fast Load, Fast Recover, Fast Unload, Log Analyzer,
Quick Copy, and Recovery Analyzer.

– Broadcom Digital Badge Program
Earn your badge for skills accomplished in the following Broadcom Db2 products:

• Detector Digital Badge
• Log Analyzer Digital Badge
• RC/Query Digital Badge
• SYSVIEW for Db2 Digital Badge

• Mainframe Product Roadmap Webcasts
• Educate YouTube Channel (requires a Google account)

Videos

Many product videos are available on YouTube by searching using the product or component name. You can access
these videos directly from the Database Management Solutions for Db2 playlist on YouTube or from the product-specific
documentation.

User Communities

Consult your peers, reach out to subject matter experts, and read the latest technical insights and information in our global
communities:

• Broadcom Mainframe Software Division (MSD) Microsite
• Mainframe Blog
• Mainframe Product Communities
• Db2 Tools Community
• Mainframe Education Community

Social Media

Through the following Broadcom Mainframe Software channels, we share information that provides value to our
mainframe community, including events, blog posts, eBooks, analyst reports, and more:

• LinkedIn
• Twitter
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Documentation Legal Notice
This Documentation, which includes embedded help systems and electronically distributed materials, (hereinafter referred
to as the “Documentation”) is for your informational purposes only and is subject to change or withdrawal by Broadcom
at any time. This Documentation is proprietary information of Broadcom and may not be copied, transferred, reproduced,
disclosed, modified or duplicated, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of Broadcom.

If you are a licensed user of the software product(s) addressed in the Documentation, you may print or otherwise make
available a reasonable number of copies of the Documentation for internal use by you and your employees in connection
with that software, provided that all Broadcom copyright notices and legends are affixed to each reproduced copy.

The right to print or otherwise make available copies of the Documentation is limited to the period during which the
applicable license for such software remains in full force and effect. Should the license terminate for any reason, it is your
responsibility to certify in writing to Broadcom that all copies and partial copies of the Documentation have been returned
to Broadcom or destroyed.

TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, BROADCOM PROVIDES THIS DOCUMENTATION “AS
IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT WILL
BROADCOM BE LIABLE TO YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE, DIRECT OR INDIRECT,
FROM THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENTATION, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS, LOST
INVESTMENT, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, GOODWILL, OR LOST DATA, EVEN IF BROADCOM IS EXPRESSLY
ADVISED IN ADVANCE OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGE.

The use of any software product referenced in the Documentation is governed by the applicable license agreement and
such license agreement is not modified in any way by the terms of this notice.

The manufacturer of this Documentation is Broadcom Inc.

Provided with “Restricted Rights.” Use, duplication or disclosure by the United States Government is subject to the
restrictions set forth in FAR Sections 12.212, 52.227-14, and 52.227-19(c)(1) - (2) and DFARS Section 252.227-7014(b)
(3), as applicable, or their successors.

Copyright © 2005–2023 Broadcom. All Rights Reserved. The term “Broadcom” refers to Broadcom Inc. and/or its
subsidiaries. All trademarks, trade names, service marks, and logos referenced herein belong to their respective
companies.
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